Toy Train Auction Lot Descriptions
June 21st and 22nd 2013

STOUT AUCTIONS

801 Prewar American Flyer O gauge diecast steam locomotives, two tinplate tenders, and one diecast tender. One loco has
repainting and repairs, one loco is missing the lead truck, and one tinplate tender has been repainted green, etc. Trains are
sold as they are shown in our photos with no returns. Please view our photos for more and better description.

802 Large lot of newer and older lithographed tinplate windup mechanical toys and other toys. Some plastic, some diecast
metal,etc. Some items are new in the box and some are used and could be cleaned to look slightly better. This lot will be
heavy and may need to be shipped to more than one box. Please view photos for the best and most detailed description.

803 Lionel postwar O gauge 2359 Boston and Maine GP, nicer original engine looks nicer C7 however it does have a hairline
at the front screw hole.

804 Large lot of newer and older diecast lead and steel soldiers.
805 Prewar Lionel O gauge freight cars, 813 stockcar, two 814 boxcar, two 815 tanks, and two 2815 tanks, trains look C6 area.
806 Postwar Lionel O gauge passenger cars, two 2400 Maplewood Pullmans, two 2401 Hillside observations, and two 2402
Chatham Pullmans, trains look C6.

807 Huge lot of newer and older toy figures. Some are vintage, new on card, some are vintage loose. Some are newer. Some
are marked, some are artist signed, most are unmarked. Condition varies from C6 to C9-10. This is a heavy and slightly
larger lot and may need to be shipped in multiple boxes. There are city pedestrians, soldiers, railroad personnel, character
figures (McDonald’s, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, etc.

808 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2332 Pennsylvania GG-1 five stripe electric locomotive with two 6462 New York Central
gondolas, 2460 operating work crane, and 6257 SP type caboose. Trains look C6 area.

809 Seventeen composition figures. Some are marked Elastolin. Figures measure approximately 69 mm to 75 mm tall.
Figures are in fantastic condition with no apparent damage or repairs, very light wear. Some typical cracking that is
common and to be expected, nothing to be pointed out in this lot. Figures are in the various and common poses of the Nazi
brown shirt party members/soldiers.

810 Postwar Marx O gauge 3978 steam locomotive with tender and two passenger coach cars, C6. These are the trains that
were produced in Great Britain.

811 Forty Elastolin soldiers, Swiss, German, and American. Flag bears, marching troops, drum beaters, SS officer, band
leaders, officers, horse mounted soldier, etc. One marching German has damage to head and leg, couple other soldiers
have slightly more than normal wear and missing material. A very nice looking lot otherwise, with no damage or repairs
other than that just noted.

812 Prewar Lionel O gauge 260-E steam locomotive with tender, times two. Locos and tenders have been partially restored to
look very nice C6+ area. One tender does have some flaking paint.

813 Elastolin American Revolution soldiers and West Point Cadets. Figures range from a drummer with a missing head to
looking like new. All but two are composition. Two are plastic, General George Washington and a drummer.

814 Twenty-three Dinky Toys military vehicles, two 623 Army Wagon, three 621 3 Ton Army Wagon, 622 10 Ton Army
Truck, 641 1 Ton Cargo Truck, 673 Scout car, 688 Field Artillery Tractor, two unnumbered six wheeled officers cars, two
Armored Personnel Carriers, four Ford Sedans, three 651 Centurion Tanks, 660 Thornycroft Mighty Antar Tank
Transporter.

815 Prewar Lionel standard and O gauge 118 illuminated station, should clean C6 area.
816 Mixed lot of vehicle associated toys, some in original boxes. Scalextric Grand Stand MM/A209 in OB, Atlas Turbo
Express Racer in OB, Tri-Ang mechanical horse and log lorry (74 M0 in OB, Marx Guid-A-Traffic set in OB, Tootsietoy
Buick Station Wagon, Dinky Toys Massey Harris Manure Spreader 321, Tri-Ang Minic key wind mechanical clockwork
truck with lift bed, Tootsietoy battleship, Tri-Ang Minic key wind mechanical clockwork ambulance, Marklin cannon,
Brimtoy Pocketoy Series Transport double decker bus, and more. Items range C6 to C9-10.
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817 Postwar Tootsietoy No. 4900 Four Piece Interchangeable Truck Set in original box with insert. Trucks look C9-10. Insert
has two small tears at the box trailer. Lid has soiling. Box is very square and solid with light wear and no tears or repairs.

818 Elastolin composition figures measuring approximately 57 mm tall to 115 mm tall. There are villagers, railroad figures,
magazine rack with salesman, and other figures, 26 figures total. None appear badly damaged or repaired, one figure is
missing part of hand.

819 Prewar American Flyer 3/16 scale O gauge Baltimore and Ohio The Royal Blue steam passenger train with 556 streamline
steam loco, 555C The American Flyer Lines tender, 494 baggage, and two 495 passenger coaches. Trains look very nice
clean and shiny C6 area. Tender box and passenger car boxes are missing flaps, but included. Lead wheels on loco have
casting fatigue, drive wheels have it barely starting.

820 Forty Playwood Plastic composition soldiers and forty-seven plastic and composition figures depicting village scenes and
occupational scenes, mostly made in Italy and Japan. Figures in this lot range C5-C9-10.

821 Postwar Plasticville O and S gauge building kits in original boxes appearing to be complete. 5608-498 Railroad Center,
5601-498 Accessories, RU-2 Rural Unit, 5400-298 Toy Train Accessories, SP-8-798 Shopping Center, 5402-298 Highway
Motel, and Community Unit. 5400-298 box has a missing end panel of lid, couple other boxes have a split corner, tape,
etc. Contents range C6 to C9-10 sealed in cellophane.

822 Manoil, Barclay, Grey Iron and more. Lead toy soldiers, one hundred total, C4-5 to C9-10.
823 Postwar Elettren O gauge ST-104 Standard Oil tank, C8. One Marklin coupler and one Elettren coupler.
824 Much better grouping of nicer Barclay, Manoil, and maybe other soldiers. Soldiers range C6 to C9-10.
825 Prewar and postwar Lionel O gauge steam switchers. 1662 with 2203T, and two 1665 with 6403B tenders. One 1665 is
missing marker lights and 2203T is missing front coupler, otherwise trains look c6.

826 Seventy-five Barclay, Manoil, and possibly other, lead soldiers. C5 to C9-10 with a few have original casting issues
common to these type hollow cast soldiers.

827 Prewar American Flyer O gauge streamline steam loco with two 1121 tenders, 1122 baggage, four 1123 coaches, and four
1223 coaches. Trains look C6 area. Included is a 1223 coach missing wheels and axles, otherwise C6.

828 Forty plus Barclay, Manoil, and other (maybe Tootsietoy?) makers. Hollow cast soldiers, armored car, cannon, etc. Very
desirable lot with much better pieces. Soldier smoking cigarette and writing letter; soldier carrying spotlight; soldier with
bayonet in hand; sniper; flag bearers; stretcher bearers; skier; doctors; officer reading letter; various nurses; various
wounded; etc. Soldiers look C5 to C9-10.

829 Prewar Lionel standard gauge tank cars, six 515. Three are Sunoco, one has some surface rust on frame. Missing brake
wheels and hand stanchions, otherwise C6 area.

830 Grouping of Barclay, Man Oil, Grey Iron, and possibly others. Boy Scouts, Cowboys, Indians, horses, Soldiers, Sailors,
burglar with pistol, cops, doctors, nurses, firemen, knights in armor, diver with airline, G-man, some pod foot figures, and
others. Condition ranges from a Scout missing front portion of hat brim and an Indian missing part of base to C9-10.
Eighty-eight figures total.

831 Modern era Paya O gauge freight and passenger cars in original boxes. Trains look C9-10, unrun but with typical issues
with wheels and trim. Boxes show no wear. Catalog numbers are as follows: 1361E, 1354A, 981, 980, 1407, 1358E,
1387E, 1362E, 1375E, 1356E, 1357E, 1391A, 1376E, 1351E, 1359E, 1389E, 1306E, 1303E, 25784E, 1314E.

832 Nice grouping of Britains, John Hill Co., Elastolin, France, and other lead, plastic, and composition village people and
animal figures. Condition ranges from C6 to C9-10.
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833 Postwar Lionel O gauge freight cars in original boxes. 6464-1 Western Pacific boxcar, 6464-50 Minneapolis & St. Louis
boxcar, 6518 transformer car, 6456 red LV hopper, 6468-25 New Haven automobile car, two 3349 turbo missile launching
car, 6434 poultry dispatch car, 6463 rocket fuel tank, 6464-25 Great Northern boxcar, and 6418 machinery car. Trains
look C6-8. Some boxes have missing flaps, tape repairs, etc. Boxes are square and solid for the most part.

834 Tootsietoy diecast gasoline trucks, two and four door cars, Tootsietoy Dairy truck, fire trucks, tow truck, and more.
Condition is excellent ranging C6 to C9-10. Gasoline trucks have Texaco, Shell, Sinclair, and Standard company names.
Fourteen vehicles total.

835 Forty Leyla Germany composition toy soldiers, two are German soldiers on horse back (one with sword) and one is an
officer with riding crop. Condition ranges from very minor typical loss of paint, material and hairlines to very little wear.
Very nice looking lot of soldiers.

836 Postwar Lionel O gauge 665 loco, 2046W tender, 2421 Maplewood Pullman, 2422 Chatham Pullman, 2423 Hillside
observation, 2429 Livingston, and 2436 Mooseheart observation, passenger cars. 2421 and 2422 have repainted roofs.
Trains otherwise look C6 area. Included are 2421, 2422, 2422, 2423, and 2436 original boxes with a missing flap, tape
repairs, etc.

837 Prewar American Flyer O gauge key wind mechanical steam locos, one electrical steam loco, tenders, passenger cars, and
freight. Grouping looks C6 area. Passenger cars are Sunshine Special, Pennsylvania Lines, 515 coaches, The Hummer.
Four wheel stock car, four wheel automobile car, and four wheel caboose. Twenty-six total pieces.

838 Dime Store, Barclay, Manoil, and others. Occupational figures, farm series figures, skiers, skaters, police, newspaper boy,
preacher, groom, bride, children, men, women, police on motorcycles, cooks, cowboys, soldiers, cars, animals, sleds,
railroad, and more. Condition ranges C6 to C9-10. Very nice looking group of figures.

839 Postwar Marklin HO gauge steam tank engine locos, electric loco, commuter loco, and passenger cars. Trains look C6
area. One passenger car is missing roof, one is missing a trim piece, one is missing trucks, etc.

840 Very large grouping of animals. Many are composition, some are diecast metal, some are early forms of plastic, etc. Some
are marked and unmarked Elastolin, some are marked Germany, some are marked Japan, some are marked Austria, etc.
Very little damage. Very little wear. Normal and typical hairlines and cracks in the composition pieces. This is fantastic
grouping of much better, unique, and harder to find animals.

841 Grouping of eight Tootsietoy trucks, Domaco Gasoline and Oils, Long Distance Hauling, Tootsietoy Dairy, and Express
trucks. Trucks look C6 to C9-10.

842 Large group of unmarked, but very nice older composition figures. Several parade bands of soldiers, police, cadets, brown
shirt Nazis, Boy Scouts, etc. Condition is fantastic with only a few chips being seen. C6 to C9-10. Some figures have
APC on bottom.

843 Prewar Hafner O gauge windup and electrical steam locomotives and tenders with five passenger cars. Four passenger cars
appear to have repainted roofs. Trains look C6 area.

844 Very large grouping of Grey Iron cast iron/steel toy figures. Condition ranges C5-6 to C9-10. Numerous key and hard to
find pieces in this grouping.

845 Group of twenty-nine Tootsietoy diecast toy trucks, cars, tractors, etc., C6 to C9-10. Car hauler bed/trailer and red 35
coupe are repainted.

846 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6427-500 Pennsylvania N5c porthole caboose with typical box rub to chimney, otherwise C7 area.
Nice clean caboose.
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847 Very large grouping of composition toy figures. Soldiers, Vatican Papal Suisse Palantine Guardia Guards, Indians,
Cowboys, horse, fire, pilots, doctors, nurse, and more. First and second World War figures, Germans with spiked helmets.
Plastinol, Brevett Italia, Germany, Japan. Most are unmarked and many may be Elastolin, Linoel, Leyla, or any of the
other similar period manufacturers. Minor loss of material and cracking to C9-10. Two British figures leading a boar in
harness maybe representing the British XXX 30th Corps that was formed for Operation Crusader in WWII.

848 Prewar Lionel O gauge Flying Yankee articulated diesel passenger train with 616 powered unit, two 617 coaches, and 618
observation. Trains have repainting and some minor oxidation to the chrome bodies. Trains look C6 area but should clean
to look slight better. Trains are great restoration candidates. One 617 coach box included, C8 one five sides, one end
missing flaps.

849 Very large grouping of composition toy figures. Village people, farm people, occupational people, railroad people, etc.
Some are marked Marolin, Lisanto, Germany, Japan, Italy, and many are unmarked. Some are marked as to their country
and their native costume. A couple have missing material. Most range from typical hairlines and minor wear C6-7 to C9
-10.

850 Nice group of Tootsietoy diecast vehicles, cars, firetrucks, car hauler, ambulance, tow truck, tractor, etc. Twenty-two
vehicles total, C6 to C9-10. One car is included with a chipped fender and missing wheel and Army ambulance has
repaired to roof light.

851 Nice grouping of composition toy soldiers, some are marked Armee, Schusso, Duro, Strola, Durso and some unmarked.
There is a Duro Cowboy and a Duro Indian. Some of the unmarked soldiers are of Eastern German manufacture.

852 Cast iron Arcade Model T automobile with original driver. Car retains about 95+% original paint with no touchups. Car
looks C8-9.

853 Six boxes of Strombecker Military Miniatures 54 mm toy soldier figures. Some figures are painted and some are
unpainted. Most boxes have instructions. One box has a torn corner of the bottom. Sold as shown with no returns, view
photos for more and better description.

854 Prewar Lionel O gauge freight cars, 831 flatcar with lumber load, two 803 hoppers, 804 Sunoco tank, 805 boxcar, 806
stockcar, and two 807 cabooses. One 807 has been restored and redecorated and looks nice C7 restored. Rest of trains
look nice C6 area.

855 Nice grouping of Elastolin composition Mid-Evil knights on horse back, jousting, fighting, guarding, and etc. There
appears to be yellow & red and blue & green.

856 Rich Arts wooden/masonite castle and turret, unmarked composition castle turret, unmarked composition houses, and a
bridge. Items look C7 to C9-10.

857 Prewar Lionel O gauge Lionel Jr. tinplate steam locomotives with tenders (1681 and 1681E), two 1690 Lionel Lines
passenger coaches, and a Lionel Lines 1691 observation. Trains look C6. One 1690 has a missing handrail.

858 Nice grouping of Barclay, Manoil, and Tootsietoy diecast soldiers, vehicles, tanks, motorcycles, sidecars, machine gunners,
Pontoon, food wagon, ships, Gas containers. Condition ranges from a hole in the back of a side car and one vehicle
missing gun C6 area to C9-10.

859 Prewar Lionel O gauge City of Portland in silver paint 752E powered unit, 753 coach, and 754 observation. 754 is missing
a roof screw, 752 and 753 have tiny pin dings in roofs. Trains are clean and shiny C6.

860 Barclay, Manoil, Tootsietoy diecast toy soldiers ranging from C6-7 to C9-10. Very nice lot of clean and shiny figures.
861 Prewar Lionel O gauge 1588 streamline mechanical steam locomotive and tender with three tinplate articulated passenger
cars. Loco has touchups, trains otherwise look C6 area.

862 New Era lead diecast toy soldiers marked as Wehrmacht. Some are cast and marked Lionel made in USA, one is marked
Wayne something, and a couple are unmarked. Condition ranges C8 to C10.
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863 Prewar Turner Toys pressed steel pickup truck and Buddy L Express pressed steel delivery truck. Trucks look C5-6 in
original paint.

864 Twenty Marx lithographed tinplate cork gun targets, each are individual or a variation, C6 area.
865 Nice large grouping of composition Cowboys and Indians in various positions. Some are marked Leyla, Durso, Tipple
Topple, some are unmarked and some may be unmarked Elastolin or Lineol. Some damage/missing material, repair,
typical tight hairlines, etc. Figures look C5 to C9-10.

866 Three pressed steel trucks, one Wyandotte Express Company, Buddy L dump truck, and an unmarked stake bed truck.
Trucks look C6 area.

867 Vintage Britains diecast lead toy soldiers in various military poses. Some are in Kilts playing bag pipes, some have cotton
ball helmets with shouldered rifles, some with swords, etc. Condition ranges from loose arms, paint chips, etc. Figures
look C6 to C9-10. One piper is damaged and sold as is with no returns. One guard shack is diecast and one is plastic.

868 Prewar Lionel O gauge 260E steam locomotive and unnumbered tender with two 813 stock cars, 814 boxcar, and 817
caboose. Tender has copper journals, freight has nickel journals and brass plates. Trains look C6.

869 Group of vintage Britains diecast lead toy soldiers on horse back/mounted. Lancers and troops with swords (Hussars?), C6
to C9-10.

870 Steelcraft City Fire Dep’t Mack Jr. pressed steel fire truck, missing a rear hand railing, ladder securing latch, and bell trim.
Truck has rust that has been oiled or treated. Truck looks C5-6.

871 Prewar Lionel O gauge 254E center cab electric locomotive, two 610 Pullmans, and 612 observation. Trains look C6.
872 Vintage Britains mounted Lancers and other soldiers. Soldiers look C6 to C9-10. Fifteen pieces and a plastic guard shack.
873 Prewar Lionel O gauge 248 boxcab electric locomotive with two 603 Pullman coaches and a 604 observation, all in orange.
Trains look C6 area.

874 Vintage Britains British soldiers/troops and Scottish troops/soldiers. Soldiers look like Coldstream Guard, Royal Pioneer
Corps, and some Scottish troops/soldiers, C5 to C9-10. At least on has a repaired head, at least one has a repaired/repro
arm,

875 Prewar Ives O gauge 3258 boxcab electric locomotive in green & yellow and red & green with 551 Chair Car, two 552
Parlor Cars, and 558 observation. Trains look C6 area.

876 Vintage Britains diecast lead toy soldiers, set No. 27 Infantry Band of The Line. Twenty nine figures total, band members,
officer, stretcher bearers (Royal Army Medical Corps?), and two wounded soldiers. Figures look C6 to C9-10.

877 Prewar Lionel O gauge, Lionel Jr. streamline articulated three unit passenger train with powered unit, coach, and
observation passenger cars. Trains look C6 area.

878 Group of mixed Army men/soldiers. Seven MASH TV series figures (all but Hot Lips has holes in their feet), 1974 Mattel
Heroes in Action (six figures, four on bases), one 1982 REMCO, twelve 1950 J H Miller, five composition figures of
WW1? soldiers/leaders, five early rubber WWI soldiers (at least one is Auburn Rubber), six marked Hong Kong, and six
larger unmarked WWII soldiers. Most soldiers look C7 to C9-10 area, except J H Miller figures have some chipping and
missing weapons C6, rubber soldiers look C5-6.

879 Postwar American Flyer S gauge 336 Union Pacific Northern 4-8-4 steam locomotive and tender with 660 combine, 662
vista dome, and 663 observation. Trains look C6 area. Passenger cars have all been converted to knuckle couplers.

880 Erector, Lyons, or Metalcraft Graf Zeppelin (dirigibles or air ships) and mooring mast. Toys look C6-7 and should clean to
look nicer.
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881 Prewar Ives O gauge 3254 center cab electric loco, two 62 Parlor cars, and 68 observation. Loco has been repainted to
look C6. Passenger cars are original C6.

882 Marx lithographed tinplate Freight Terminal railroad play set building with a spot of oxidation/surface rust on base only,
rest is bright and shiny C6-7. Marx lithographed tinplate Western Town Main Street play set building, C7 area. FisherPrice Play Family Sesame Street building C7. All buildings should clean and polish to look nicer. Also included is a
wooden and paper covered Masonite log cabin with cavern/hillside diorama surrounding it with kick out legs in the back.
Also with the log cabin is a horse drawn covered wagon with “California or Bust!” on the cloth covering and “Oh
Susanna” on the body of the wagon. There are fence sections, cowboys, Indians, cattle punchers, etc. on paper covered
Masonite with bases.

883 Prewar American Flyer O gauge steam locomotive and tender with four freight cars, sand car, lumber car, derrick, and
caboose, C6-7. Loco has casting fatigue to some lead and trailing truck wheels.

884 Vintage Britains steeple chase race horses with jockeys, and fox hunting figures. Looks to be Master of Fox Hounds or
Huntsman, Whipper-in or Terrier man on horse, and coloured hunt members of the field. Thirteen dogs and one fox. One
race horse has broken front feet/legs, pieces included so sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. Rest of figures
look C6 to C9-10

885 Prewar American Flyer 9900 Burlington Zephyr articulated diesel passenger train with RPO powered unit, REA baggage
car, and observation car. Train looks super clean C6.

886 Group of twenty-two Britains mounted American Calvary troops/soldiers and two horses. One soldier has a replacement
arm. Figures otherwise look C6 to C9-10.

887 Prewar Lionel O gauge No. 1535 Mechanical Streamline Train outfit in original box. Powered unit, coach, and
observation. Coach has a tiny speck and observation has a few very small spots, of surface rust starting to form. Box
bottom has some tears and lid has a split corner. Box has bright colors, square and solid when closed.

888 Very large group of Britains soldiers, various armies, various countries, and other figures. Included are cowboy, Indian,
soldiers, sailors, rugby players, Evzones, civil war, Marines, cadets, doughboys, etc. All are diecast lead except one, it is
plastic. One Evzones has crumbled and is sold as is with no returns. Rest of soldiers look C5-6 to C9-10. Some are
unmarked.

889 Prewar Lionel O gauge 261 steam locomotive and unnumbered tender, 252 center cab electric locomotive, 604 observation,
248 boxcab electric locomotive, 629 Pullman, and 630 observation. 604 looks C6 original paint, rest of trains look restored
C6 area.

890 Large group of Britains, Barclay, John Hill Co., and possibly other diecast lead soldiers, farmers, railroad, police,
gentlemen, village idiot, cowboy, blacksmith, military baker, and numerous animals. Loose arm on a village idiot, one
blacksmith is missing tools, etc. Otherwise figures look C5-6 to C9-10

891 Prewar Lionel O gauge articulated diesel passenger trains that have been restored to look C7. Flying Yankee 616 powered
unit, two 617 coaches, 618 observation, two 636W City of Denver powered units, four 637 coaches, and two 638
observation.

892 Group of modern Britains and reproduction Lineol soldiers and Valley Forge building. One Lineol German soldier has a
broken arm and is sold as is with no returns, rest of soldiers and building look C9-10.

893 Postwar American Flyer S gauge 474 and 475 Rocket diesel PA units with three 962 Hamilton vista domes, and 963
Washington observation, passenger cars. Trains look C6 with good drum head.

894 Nice group of modern Britains diecast lead and rubber soldiers. Beefeaters, Life Guards, and Coldstream Guards?, loose
C6 to C9-10. Also included in original packaging No. 7232 Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth, C9-10. The Royal Marines, C9
-10. Clansman, C9-10.
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895 Postwar American Flyer S gauge steam locomotives and tenders. Restored B&O The Royal Blue, 283 C&NW, 293
NYNH&H, 302 Reading Lines, 307 Reading Lines, 310 Pennsylvania, 322 New York Central. 307 is missing a pilot step
and again The Royal Blue is restored. Trains look C6-7 area.

896 Nice large group of various soldiers, workers, cowboys, Indians, Coldstream guard, Reisler Coronation souvenir, Conte
Collectibles Norman and Saxon? soldiers, Schleich figures, Armies In Plastic soldiers, CPG MASK figures, Aohna figures
(Made in Greece), and many unmarked. Figures range C6 to C9-10.

897 Prewar Lionel O gauge Flying Yankee articulated diesel passenger train with Red Top 616 powered unit, 617 coach, and
618 observation, C6 in original boxes. 617 and 618 have missing and detached flaps. Loco box looks C7-8.

898 Mixed group of Elastolin, Conte Collectibles and others, plastic toy soldiers/figures. Group appears to be: Romans,
Greeks, Arabians, Mid Evil knights, Normans, Saxons, Vikings, Renaissance, Robin Hood, and others. Figures range C7
to C9-10. Figures measure approximately 55 mm to 77 mm.

899 Prewar Lionel O gauge City of Portland articulated streamline diesel passenger train in two tone consisting of: 752TT
powered unit, two 753TT coaches, and a 754TT observation. One 753 has a good belly pan, rest have casting fatigue.
Tiny roof dings. Trains look C6 area. 752 OB is missing flaps, 753 has some wear to flaps, boxes are otherwise square
and solid.

900 Modern Britains and others marked W. Germany, toy soldier knights, C8 to C9-10.
901 Prewar Lionel O gauge Flying Yankee streamline articulated diesel passenger trains with two 616 powered units, four 617
coaches, and two 618 observation cars, trains look C6 area. One 616W OB missing flaps included.

902 Large Group of Elastolin toy soldiers and siege equipment, Cherilea Toys, Conte Collectibles, and other unmarked figures.
Romans, Greeks, Normans, Saxons, Vikings, Renaissance period, Three Musketeers, and similar figures. Items look C7 to
C9-10.

903 Postwar American Flyer S gauge steam locomotives and tenders with five freight cars in original boxes. Locomotives are
as follows: 282 C&NW , 290 American Flyer (restored), 290 Reading Lines (blackened piece in headlight hole), 300
Reading Lines (missing rear coupler), 300AC Reading Lines, 301 Reading Lines. Locos look C6-7 area. Freight cars are
as follows: 629 Missouri Pacific cattle car (missing a door and a door guide), 630 Reading caboose (nick to very corner of
a step), 631 Texas and Pacific sand car, 632 Lehigh and New England hopper, and 637 MKT The Katy boxcar, freight
looks C6-7. Boxes have a missing flaps or two, otherwise very square and solid boxes. 629, 632, 637 have inspection
slips.

904 Grouping of Lineol WWI doughboy style soldiers, four unmarked soldiers are on motorcycles (Indian/Harley style), one is
mounted on horseback, one is pulling shells from case, one has long range field glasses, one is throwing hand grenade, one
is wounded, and others are shooting rifles. Group has mostly typical hairlines associated with composite material (masse)
figures. Fourteen figures total.

905 Postwar JEP O gauge tinplate semi-shrouded streamline steam locomotive and two tenders. Loco has SNCF decorations
and look C6-7 due to some aligatoring/oxidation in the paint. One larger tender has very small ding to rear upper
edge/corner with some oxidation here and there, C6-7. Other smaller tender looks C6.

906 Nice grouping of Lineol composition toy cowboys and Indians, two cowboys on horseback, one dead horse, two railroad
figures, two African? figures, knight in armor, Daniel Boone or Davy Crockett figure, eighteen figures total. Some typical
hairlines, but overall a group with less than normal amount. Very nice looking group.

907 Postwar Lionel HO gauge No. 5739 ... Complete and Ready to Run Diesel Type Freight with Headlight, in original box.
Set is comprised of the following trains in original inner individual boxes; 0564 Chesapeake and Ohio diesel Alco A unit,
0864-700 Santa Fe boxcar, 0823 Southern Pacific missile carrying flatcar, 0847 explosives boxcar, 08550 U.S. Army
missile firing flatcar, and 0819-275 C&O work caboose in -250 overstamp OB. Trains look very nice C7-8 range. Inner
boxes are nicer, C7-8 area except 0823 has missing flaps and tape repair but is square and solid. Set box looks C8 with
punched display panel. Loco instructions sheet, missile firing car instruction sheet, warranty card, order form, and 407-10
5-62 instructions sheet included.
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908 Very large and very nice grouping of Lineol German troops, officers, dog, nurse, wounded soldiers, stretcher bears, soldier
on stretcher, radio operator, signal light operator, long range field glasses and observer, aircraft/long range forward
observer/signal man, artillery piece with operators, shell loaders, barbed wire cutter, soldier with flame thrower with flames
shooting out, wounded soldier falling down, officers marching with sword, doctors in white trench coats/operating gowns?,
officers in regular uniforms, four cap firing soldiers, soldier throwing spent shell, soldier using rifle to beat downward from
above head, and soldier with cable dispensing reel on his back. Also included is an explosion or exploding shell figure,
very neat. Soldiers overall have typical hairlines associated with composition figures, still a better looking group than
normal.

909 Prewar Lionel OO gauge wide radius curved track, ten sections of 0311 Part No. 0311-2, C7 area with minor oxidation to
the top of some rails.

910 Prewar Lionel standard gauge 155 freight station in gray roof, red base and roof edge, and cream base bottom. With a good
cleaning station should clean to look C6.

911 Larger grouping of Elastolin composition American troops, soldiers marching, soldiers sitting, soldiers firing rifles, two
nurses, pilot or soldier (carrying helmet in arm, goggles on head, parachute on back walking), two kneeling soldiers with
moveable arm. One glue repaired arm, some hairlines typical to composition figures, etc. Still a much nicer than normal
looking group. Thirty-one figures total, four lead diecast bomb explosions included.

912 Postwar Marx O gauge No. 2522 3/16 scale steam type electric train set in original box with 999 diecast steam loco, New
York Central tinplate tender, 256 Niacet Chemicals tank, (3555) 35461 PFE reefer, 254000 Baltimore and Ohio gondola,
20102 NYC caboose. Set includes Lionel 027 curved and straight track, and 729 transformer. Trains should clean to look
nicer C6 area. Set box has skinning to top of lid, marker writing, light wear. Still set box is square and solid. Lot also
includes: 62 Baltimore and Ohio diesel A units (dummy is missing a horn), 467110 Baltimore and Ohio boxcar, 347100
Pennsylvania gondola, and 504 B&O caboose. These trains should clean C7-8.

913 Enormous lot of plastic and rubber figures. Names included are Playmobil, Funrise, Tonka Toys, L.E.G. 1986 Captain
Power, 1989 Goldcrest and Sullivan Bluth, Phil Mendez (Care Bear?), M.I. 1986, 1984 Fisher Price Construx astronaut, H.
B.P. (Hanna Barberra Productions) 1967 Barney Rubble figure, E.T. figures, 1986 Hasbro, MPC 31 Made in Portugal
women in dress figures, 1984 Durham Industries, 1982 DC Comics, 1986 Remco soldiers, 1979 Fisher Price, Lego trees,
1980 KFS Whimpy Popeye figure, Ertl Fall Guy figure, K.P.T. 1986, 1984 Alvin figures, 1980’s Hasbro G.I. Joe figures,
KPT 88, 1978 Hasbro Weebles, 1981 A.G.C. (Strawberry Shortcake?), eight 1987 Playskool Definitely Dinosaur caveman
figures, 1989 Stan Sakai Playmates Toys, and numerous others. Figures range C6 to C9-10. An estimate of 200 figures in
this lot, 12x15x10 bankers box 3/4 full.

914 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2350 New Haven EP-5 electric locomotive with white N and decal nose, C6-7 with
corrosion/oxidation to chassis at battery compartment.

915 Group of twenty-two Elastolin composition Indians on horseback. Some are firing rifles, some are shooting bows and
arrows, some have tomahawks, some are just riding, some have lasso, one is a squaw with papoose, some are chiefs, etc.
One has most of an arm missing, some missing small amount of material (masse), and others have typical hairlines
commonly associated with composition figures. One Indian/chief w/spear has glue repaired spear feathers, etc. Still a very
nice looking lot of vintage figures, C5-6 to C9-10.

916 Postwar Lionel O gauge Western and Atlantic Railroad 1862 General steam loco and 1862T WARR tender, 1866 U.S.
Mail, 1865 coach, 1866 U.S. Mail. One 1866 has missing roof trim, missing step, glue repaired platform, and chipped roof
edge, sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. Rest of trains look C6 .

917 Very nice group of Elastolin composition cowboys on horseback, Indians in canoes, two fires with hanging meat, four fires
(three have illumination slots, all are hollow for illumination), and one tree with a hatchet/tomahawk (no cowboy). Typical
hairlines and small bits of missing material, overall a nicer lot than normal, C6 to C9-10.

918 Postwar Lionel O gauge Pennsylvania GP-7 diesel road switching locomotive with yellow lettering. Crack in front nose
with very tiny missing piece. Loco otherwise looks C6.
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919 Large group of Elastolin Indians, totem pole, teepees, fire (hollow for illumination), Indian tied to tree (unmarked rubber),
squaw with bowl in lap, chiefs sitting, chiefs standing, squaws with papooses, Indians with pistol and knife, Indians
dancing, Indian beating drum, Indian smoking pipe, Indians sneaking up, Indians shooting bows and arrows, etc. Four
Teepees/tents included. Some typical hairlines, and very small missing bits of material (masse). Overall a very nice lot of
figures, C6 to C9-10. Included are two modern era reproduction Indians on horse back that are actually Christmas
ornaments, club related?.

920 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2033 Union Pacific Alco diesel A units with 2421 Maplewood Pullman, 2422 Chatham Pullman,
2423 Hillside observation. Trains look C6+.

921 Huge lot of forty-five Elastolin WWII American soldiers/troops. some are marching, some are sitting, one is firing a
machine gun, two are mounted on horse back, some are officers, one dog, and others. One horse base is missing piece,
typical hairlines, etc. Overall a nicer lot.

922 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2321 Lackawanna Fairbanks Morse Trainmaster diesel locomotive. Loco has typical hairlines and
touchups at screws, repainting to battery compartment area of frame. Train otherwise looks C6. Train has factory flaw at a
window, should have been a rejected shell?.

923 Twenty-one Elastolin WWI doughboy style soldiers/troops. Some are marching, two are mounted on horseback, two are
carrying a pole on their shoulder, three are stretcher bearers, one pole carrier?, one dog, sitting troops, officer giving
forward command, etc. Overall a better looking group C6 to C9-10 with normal and typical hairlines.

924 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 2333 New York Central EMD diesel F3a locomotive units, C6. Repro porthole lens. Clean
battery compartment.

925 Nice lot of modern era Elastolin German and Swiss soldiers/troops. Various poses, weapons, instruments, horseback
mounted troops, soldier with Jingling Johnny, drivers, bivouac soldiers, officers, soldier with Luger pistol, brown shirt
officer, flag bearer, band members/musicians, etc. Some are new in original packaging. Loose figures range C7 to C9-10.

926 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2338 The Milwaukee Road GP-7 diesel road switching diesel locomotive, typical hairlines in
noses, C6.

927 Modern era LGB G scale and Preiser 1:22,5 scale figures, in original packaging, C9-10. One package of unmarked,
possibly HO scale figures.

928 Postwar Lionel O gauge Congressional passenger cars, 2541 Alexander Hamilton observation, 2542 Betsy Ross vista
dome, 2543 William Penn Pullman, 2544 Molly Pitcher Pullman. Trains look nicer C6+.

929 Modern era Elastolin toy soldiers and other figures. American Civil War figures, American Revolutionary War soldiers,
African Safari figures, Royal Canadian Mounted Police figure, 7th Calvary figures, and others. Some in original
packaging. Figures range C8 to C9-10.

930 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2346 Boston and Maine GP-9 diesel road switching locomotive with three 6464-475 B&M
boxcars (one has two nails for door guide rivets). Loco has a touched up nick, otherwise looks C7, boxcars look C6-7.

931 Large grouping of Manoil, Barclay, and possibly others diecast hollow lead, soldiers, sailors, Army, Marines, bugler,
soldier with long range field glasses, soldiers on telegraph poles, soldiers on skies, flag bearer, stretcher bearer, band major,
soldier with ammo boxes in each hand, soldier signaling, soldier throwing hand grenade, etc. Toy soldiers range from
missing helmet, missing tip of rifle, etc. C5-6 to C9-10.

932 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2046 steam locomotive with 2046W whistle tender, in original boxes. Loco has polish/wax
residue that should clean to look C6-7. Tender box is missing flaps. Loco box looks C8.

933 Nice grouping of Manoil, Barclay, and possibly other diecast/hollow cast lead toy soldiers, medical, and artillery pieces.
One artillery piece is crumbled and sold as is with no returns. One soldier is missing helmet, rest look C6 to C9-10.
Artillery pieces have a spring in the barrel.
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934 Postwar Lionel O gauge 726RR steam locomotive and 2046W tender with whistle in original boxes. Loco looks C7 and
tender looks C7+. Tender box looks C7-8 and loco box looks C8.

935 Nice large grouping of Barclay, Manoil, and possibly other hollow cast lead toy soldiers. Numerous soldiers with gas
masks, soldier with periscope, soldiers with machine guns, soldier with roll of barb wire on shoulder, artillery pieces, three
soldiers shooting out of one window/bunker, officer, bugler, searchlight, soldier lying down firing pistol, pilot/soldier with
parachute on ground firing rifle, and numerous others. Forty-one pieces total, C6 to C9-10.

936 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2350 New Haven EP-5 electric locomotive, C7. No hairlines in noses and clean battery
compartment.

937 Neat lot of twenty-three vintage composition toy soldiers. Soldiers all are British Grenadier Guard, most having their
original S.S. Kresge Co. paper label. Mounted soldier has chipping to horse ears, some minor loss of material at tail, and
typical hairlines. Rest of soldiers look C6 to C9 area. At least one is ink stamped along outer edge of base, Germany.

938 Postwar Lionel O gauge 400 Baltimore and Ohio Budd RDC-1 commuter, and 2559 Baltimore and Ohio Budd RDC-9
commuter

939 Nice display of Elastolin composition American Revolutionary soldiers marching with flag bearer, fife and drums.
Soldiers look C7-9 area.

940 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2322 Virginian Fairbanks Morse Trainmaster diesel locomotive, typical hairlines and touchups at
screws, otherwise looks C7. Clean battery compartment.

941 Nice vintage display of Lineol composition toy British American Revolutionary soldiers with mounted officer and lancers.
Soldiers look C8-10.

942 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2321 Lackawanna Fairbanks Morse Trainmaster diesel locomotive, typical hairlines at screws, C7.
Small amount of rust on battery holder and some corrosion on inside of chassis.

943 Nice group of forty hollow cast lead toy soldiers, cadets, police?, artillery, flag bears, signal man, soldier releasing homing
pigeons, officers reading orders, machine gunners, radio operators, soldiers in trench coats, soldiers with gas masks, soldier
firing mortar, soldiers with Tommy guns, etc. Soldiers range C6 to C9-10.

944 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2245 MKT The Texas Special EMD F3 diesel A-B units with original porthole lens. A unit shell
has hairline in rear corner. Trains otherwise look C6 area.

945 Nice grouping of better Barclay, Manoil, and possibly others, hollow cast lead toy soldiers, Navy divers, airmen with
bombs, artillery, soldier launching missile, machine gunner, soldiers digging foxhole, soldiers eating meal, soldier with
German Shepard dog, soldier with phone/radio on back, stretcher bearers, photographers, soldier releasing doves, soldier
reading or writing letter, soldier playing banjo, soldier on phone at desk looking at map, soldiers throwing grenade,
parachutist, etc. Soldiers look C6 to C9-10. Thirty-two figures.

946 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3360 operating Burro crane in original box with insert and 3927 track cleaning car in original box
with insert, and two 3927-75 fluid containers. 3360 has typical hairline at rear screw, 3927 has initials scratched into
underside of chassis. Trains should otherwise clean to look C7 area. Boxes look C8 area.

947 Nice large group of Barclay, Manoil, and possibly others, soldiers with artillery, soldiers with machine guns, soldiers with
rifles, soldiers with musical instruments, flag bearer, soldier with pistol, soldier throwing grenade, sailor, cadet, soldier
sitting for riding in a vehicle. Soldiers look C6 to C9-10.

948 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3366 operating circus car and corral in original box. Circus car has detached and broken ramp
doors. Corral looks C6. Car could be easily restored to C6. Original box has wear and tear, tape repairs, and reinforcing
on the inside. Instructions sheet, OTC with adapters, 364C control switch, and 3366-100 horse figures in OB, included.

949 Postwar Lionel O gauge 646 steam locomotive with 2046W whistle tender. Tender has crack at rear screw. Trains should
clean C6. Tender box is missing flaps. Loco box is missing an outer flap.
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950 Group of ten Elastolin Gordon Highlanders pipe and drum band with two officers and two Drum Majors. Figures look C6
to C8-9. Some typical hairlines in some figures, still a nicer looking than normal lot.

951 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2020 steam locomotive, 2020W tender with whistle, 3451 automatic lumber car with 160 bin and
logs, 2460 operating work crane, and 2420 Delaware, Lackawanna, and Western searchlight work caboose. Trains should
clean and polish C6-7. 2460 and 3451 boxes included with missing flaps and or tape repairs.

952 Nice group of Elastolin-Hausser 15cm tall Royal Horse Guards “The Blues” mounted soldiers, circa 1928-29. One
soldier/horse is missing tail. Soldiers look C6-7.

953 Postwar Lionel O gauge motorized units in original boxes, 54 track ballast tamper, 55 tie-jector car (touchup/repainting to
cab roof), and 60 trolley. Trains look C6-7 Boxes look C7 area.

954 Nice grouping of Lineol West Point Cadets and Elastolin Coldstream? Guard, composition toy soldiers. Soldiers look C6
to C9-10. Cadets measure approximately 8 cm to tip of rifles. 6 Coldstream Guards measure approximately 8 cm to tip of
rifles. One Coldstream? Guard measures approximately 88 mm tall to tip of rifle. Seventeen soldiers total.

955 Postwar Lionel O gauge motorized units, one in original box. 52 Fire Car, 60 Trolley, and 68 executive inspection car.
Trains look C7 area. Trolley has solid bumpers, blue lettering, and roof vents.

956 Nice group of Elastolin and Lineol composition toy soldiers. Three Elastolin measure approximately 10.5cm to 12 cm.
Rest measure approximately 73 mm to 85 mm. Soldiers look C6 to C9-10.

957 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 6828 flatcar w/Harnischfeger Truck Crane in original boxes, pick section of boom is missing a
mounting tab. Flatcar looks unrun C9-10. Crane looks unassembled C9-10. Inner 6828-100 box has mild stains,
otherwise C9 in shape. Outer cello front box has loose and torn cello, otherwise C7-8. Instructions sheet and 6828-141
components envelope with components included.

958 Nice large group of World Military leaders, political figures, generals, presidents, etc. Lincoln Logs, Elastolin, Ekalin,
James Miniatures, Britains, Durso, Marx, and probably others. Several Elastolin figures have a moveable arm. Some
figures are modern, most are vintage. Some are metal, some are plastic, most are composite material (masse). Figures
range C6 to C9-10.

959 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2065 steam locomotive and 2046W whistle tender, in original boxes. Loco looks C6+, tender
looks C7. Boxes have missing flaps, tears, tape repairs, etc. Boxes are very solid.

960 Huge grouping of Elastolin-Hausser troops/soldiers that appear to be American/German and WWI period.
Marching troops, flag bearer, bivouac troops, wounded troops, seated soldier, mounted soldiers, soldiers firing
rifles, soldier polishing boot, soldier carrying wounded soldier, soldiers with tools, camp fire w/cook pot, bomb
explosion, tree stump for sitting office reading map, etc. Composition figures (standing) measure approximately
93 mm to 10 cm tall. One soldier is missing a hand, otherwise figures range C6 to C8 area.

961 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2321 Lackawanna Fairbanks Morse Trainmaster diesel locomotive, 6464-50 Minneapolis & Saint
Louis boxcar, 6560 operating work crane, 3459 automatic dump car, 6417 Pennsylvania N5c porthole caboose
(cracked/loose hand railing). Loco has darkening of hand railing/catwalks and typical hairlines at screws. Trains should
clean and polish to look C6-7.

962 Vintage Elastolin composition (masse) toy soldier figures. Figures appear to be a German or some European military
marching band. Twenty-two figures appearing to be C7 to C9-10. Some figures have some sort of whitish substance on
the outer surface and some figures have the typical hairlines associated with composition figures. Overall a very nice
looking group of figures.

963 Postwar Lionel O gauge freight cars in original boxes, 6414 Evans Auto-Loader automobile car (missing three steps), 6434
poultry dispatch, 6464-25 Great Northern boxcar, 6560 operating work crane, 6462 New York Central gondola with seven
wooden barrels, trains should clean to look C6-7. Autos are reproduction. Boxes are missing flaps, tears, tape repairs, etc.
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964 Vintage group of Elastolin German soldiers, doctors, nurses, wounded soldier falling down, dog, stretcher bears, stretcher
w/wounded soldier, medical soldier pouring water, walking wounded, medical soldiers carrying wounded, etc. Single dog
has a partially missing rear foot. Figures have some typical hairlines associated with composition (masse) figures. Overall
a very nice grouping, C6 to C9-10. Twenty-six figures.

965 Postwar S.D.A. O gauge 2 rail 5576 imported by International Models, Made in Occupied Japan. Loco is a kit built boxcab
electric 2-4-2 loco. Loco has unattached trim pieces and other parts. Brass shell has been dinged from the inside out and
touched up. Loco has loose headlight trim that has been solder repaired and the shell/chassis have had solder repairs. Loco
appears to be unrun. Loco should assemble to look nicer C6. Box has paper label with S.D.A. on it; 5576 and 2-rail ink
stamped on the end. Box is square and solid.

966 Grouping of vintage Elastolin German and American soldiers/figures that are paddling or guiding river vessels. There is a
raft, three pontoons, and bridge sections. Figures have some typical hairline associated with composition (masse) toys.
Figures look C6 to C8. Some items may or may not be Elastolin.

967 Postwar Bassett-Lowke O gauge British Railways 42980 live steam tinplate locomotive and tender. Loco has dented
boiler. Cab roof has rusted and been cleaned and repainted. Loco and tender need a cleaning, tender should clean to look
C6-7. Loco has a good, clean, and usable looking burner.

968 Vintage grouping of Elastolin-Hausser German toy soldier items. Compostion (masse) caisson driver, two caissons
w/horses marked Japan on yoke, searchlight, cannon, machine gun. Soldier has cracking in material, C5-6. Horse have
some cracking, some chipping to some ears, C6-7. Tinplate accessories look C7-8.

969 Postwar JEP O gauge painted and lithographed tinplate NORD steam locomotive and tender; five track carrying flatcars;
Hommes 40 Chevaux 8 car; 4685 M gondola/goods car; SNCF TT w gondola/goods car with dog house; two SNCF
Pullman coaches (28 cm), two SNCF Pullman coaches (22 cm), Postes Et Telegraphes, SNCF Wagons Lits (repainted),
unmarked baggage? car, SNCF baggage?. Some wheels have surface rust. Trains and track look C6 area.

970 Vintage grouping of Elastolin German troops/soldiers at bivouac, performing and engaging in leisure activities. Soldiers
lying down, soldiers shaving and bathing, soldiers working with tools, soldiers polishing boots, soldier slicing bread, dog,
pot cooking over fire, illuminated fire, tree stump, brick wall with rifles and broken wheel, and painted tinplate kitchen
wagon (marked Hausser). Soldiers have typical hairlines commonly associated with composition (masse) figures,
otherwise C6 to C9 area.

971 Postwar American Flyer S gauge 342 Nickel Plate Road steam switcher with SIT Smoke In Tender, surface rust on
handrails, otherwise C7 area.

972 Vintage Elastolin German composition (masse) toy soldiers. Morse code operators, operating searchlight, soldier releasing
message carrying pigeon and dog, flame thrower, soldier with cable reel on back with tool for hanging line, and two cap
firing soldiers lying in prone position.

973 Postwar JEP O gauge SNCF and NORD freight cars, C7 and should polish to look a little better.
974 Nice grouping of Elastolin composition (masse) toy German soldier figures, in various military poses doing various
actions. Some figures have the typical hairlines commonly associated with composition figures. Figures look C6 to C9-10.
Twenty-nine figures, one kneeling figure has moveable arm.

975 Prewar Lionel O gauge passenger cars, 600 Pullman coach, 601 observation, and 602 baggage. 600 has a missing hand
rail, 602 has a small shallow ding in one side, cars have rust/oxidation on truck assemblies, etc. Trains otherwise look C6.

976 Large grouping of vintage Elastolin German composition (masse) toy soldier figures in various military actions and poses.
One mounted soldier on horseback, machine gunners, ammo feeder, soldiers in trench coats, soldiers firing rifles, soldier
firing pistol, soldier with hand grenade, soldiers with long range field glasses, soldier reading map, soldiers with pigeon
crates?, etc. Some figures have hairlines and minor loss of material commonly associated with composition figures,
otherwise grouping looks C6 to C9-10.

977 Postwar American Flyer S gauge 795 Union Station and Terminal, C9-10. Nice legible ink stamping.
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978 Vintage Britains Coronation coach and T4 Madame Tussaud’s Queen Elizabeth. Coach looks C6 area, Queen looks C8.
979 Huge grouping of Marx Presidents in packages, 3-1/2” G.I. Joe, Tonka, and many, many others. Lot appears to range C6
to C9-10 with possibly some damaged pieces. A conservative estimate would be 200 figures.

980 Postwar Lionel O gauge 1656 steam switcher locomotive with 6403B bell ringing tender, 6672 refrigerator car, 6460
operating work crane (missing a coupler mounting plate and coupler), 6818 flatcar with transformer, 6468 Baltimore and
Ohio automobile boxcar, and 6419 Delaware, Lackawanna, and Western wrecking car in original boxes with some inserts.
6460 has very small thin touchup to a frame edge and 6818 has a cracked but . Trains otherwise look C7-8. Boxes have
some detached and missing inner flaps, otherwise boxes are very square and solid, bright and clean.

981 Large grouping of vintage Elastolin composition (masse) Old West figures, Cowboys, Cowboys and Indians fighting,
cowboys tied to trees, cowboys firing pistols and rifles, cowboys with hands up, cowboys leaning on rifles, cowboys with
lassos, cowboys tied up on ground, cowboy on horseback, cowboys sitting on tree stump with rifles, cowboy playing
accordion, Covered wagon with driver and cowboys firing rifles, etc. Figures have some hairlines commonly associated
with such toys. One cowboy is missing a small portion of base. Overall the grouping looks C6 to C9-10. Thirty-seven
figures not counting trees, wagon, or horses.

982 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2343 twin diesel Santa Fe EMD F3a diesel locomotives in Master Carton with inner boxes, 2530
REA baggage, 2531 Silver Dawn observation, 2532 Silver Range astra-dome, 2533 Silver Cloud Pullman, and two 2534
Silver Bluff Pullmans. Dummy A unit has minor touchups to silver at a rear corner. Powered unit has repainted frame and
a very tight little hairline in roof in red. Trains otherwise look nicer C6-7. Passenger car boxes have missing and detached
flaps, and tape repairs. 2343T box has missing and replaced flaps. 2343P box looks C7 area with no torn or missing
flaps. T box is ink stamped X and P box is ink stamped XX. Master carton has loose corner cloth tape, otherwise C7.

983 Large grouping of vintage F. Ad. Richter & Co., Anchor Blocks & Union Blocks in original wooden boxes. No. 3, No. 4A,
No. 6, No. 8, No. 8A, No. 206, and No. 208. Most have an instructions booklet. All appear to be complete, but may or
may not. Sets look C6 to C8 area.

984 Postwar Lionel O gauge Santa Fe EMD F3 diesel locomotives in original boxes. 2383P and 2383T A units and 2243C B
unit. Powered unit has minor touchups to a set of nose vents, clean battery compartment. Trains otherwise look C7 area.
2243C box has some wear and tear. 2383P and 2383T boxes look C7-8.

985 Large group of vintage building blocks, F. Ad. Richter & Co., Phoenix Toy Company Liberty Stone Blocks, Peter Guhn
Bild-a-Brik, Nr. 14A Memel Ohne Elsenteile Richter, 12A Richter, two 6A Richter?, and some unmarked. Some sets are
in original boxes that are marked, some are in original boxes but identified by pencil, and some are completely unmarked.
Some sets look C9-10 (Liberty Stone Blocks Set No. 2) and some appear to be incomplete. Also included are four original
instructions booklets (2,4,4,6), several reproduction layout diagrams and instruction booklets, two original sheets of
figures, and two sheets of pressed card stock roofing.

986 Postwar Lionel O gauge 681 steam locomotive, 2671W Pennsylvania whistle tender, 6464-25 Great Northern boxcar, 6464
-425 New Haven boxcar, two 3620 rotating searchlight cars, 6262 wheel car, 3469 automatic dumping ore car, 3461-25
automatic lumber car, 6414 Evans Auto-Loader automobile car, and 6517 bay window caboose, in original boxes. Trains
look C6-8 range. Some boxes have a missing or detached flap, tape repairs, tears, sticker, etc. Autos are correct length
originals, one with a chipped bumper.

987 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 60 Trolley in original box with insert, instructions sheet, trolley has vented roof, one piece
bumpers, and very bright lettering. Trolley looks C8+. Wheels look barely run, just more than a test run. Very nice
example. Box has a little tearing from being opened to an end flap, otherwise a very nice and solid box.

988 Prewar American Flyer 9900R Zephyr Latest in Streamline Trains set box with inner boxes and paper literature, etc. 9910
LOCO, 9911, and 9912 boxes look C9-10. Empty M.O. 5005 Vestibule Clamps envelope, 4888-90M-234-C.C. Narrow
GA. Track Terminal Set No. 450 w/terminal, 3-IN-ONE oil foldout pamphlet, W.O. 4886 60M 534 TP manual. Set box
has a torn side and split corner, otherwise a very square and solid box with very nice labels.
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989 Prewar Lionel O gauge Flying Yankee articulated streamline diesel locomotive with 616 powered unit, three 617 coaches,
and 618 observation car. Trains have been very nicely or professionally restored to look C9 area (a couple minor dings in
roofs that wouldn’t be factory). Wheels on powered unit are original and show normal wear, car wheels have been
resurfaced/re-plated and show no wear. Vestibules appear to have never been installed or run yet.

990 Postwar Lionel O gauge 736 steam locomotive with 2671W Pennsylvania whistle tender, C++.
991 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2344 New York Central EMD F3a twin diesel locomotives with an unnumbered EMD F3b diesel
unit, trains have original porthole lens and screened roof vents. Trains look C7 with small GM decals. Clean battery
compartment.

992 Postwar Lionel O gauge 726 steam locomotive and 2046W whistle tender, C6-7.
993 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2339 Wabash GP-7 diesel road switching locomotive, C7.
994 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2452 PRR gondola, 2457 PRR caboose, 2458 PRR boxcar, 2460 operating work crane, 2555
Sunoco tank car, caboose has a little rust on some wheels, otherwise trains look C7-8. Boxes have missing, detached, and
replace flaps; tape repairs; and such etc. Boxes are square and solid.

995 Prewar Lionel O gauge 225 steam locomotive with 2245W whistle tender, 600 Pullman, 601 observation, and 602 baggage,
passenger cars. Loco has touch ups around roof edges, tender is missing front coupler and three steps, and baggage car has
a missing door handle, Pullman is missing a wheel journal. Trains otherwise look C6.

996 Prewar Ives O gauge passenger cars, two 551 Chair Cars and two 552 Parlor Cars. Trains look C6 area. Cars all have all
four steps.

997 Prewar Lionel O gauge 1685 passenger coach and 1687 observation car, rust on couplers, otherwise trains look C7 area.
998 Prewar American Flyer O gauge Hiawatha streamline steam locomotive and tender, 311267 Pennsylvania hopper,
unnumbered flatcar, 311131 sand car, Texaco tank, 1127 caboose, trains look C6.

999 Prewar Marklin O gauge 18520 Deutsche Reichsbahn flatcar w/dog house, C7. Car is missing some load retaining rings
but retains original oil label. Unnumbered overhead operating work crane, C6+.

1000 Postwar Bing and Trix steam locomotives; track; switches, bumpers; auto crossings; 60 degree crossover; overhead signal
bridge; single and double semaphore signals; telegraph poles; tunnel; engine houses; passenger stations; platforms;
pedestrian ramps; switch towers. One baggage car is missing roof, one engine house is missing front, one passenger station
is missing mounting tabs, and overhead signal bridge has casting fatigue, trains otherwise looks C6-7.

1001 Postwar HO gauge trains in original boxes. Precision Engineered Slim Princess HOn3-9 RGS Business Car, Binkley
Models LA-11 Sierra Combine Old Time Truss Rod in OB unbuilt, Pacific Fast Mail Virginia & Truckee caboose,
Lambert Associates Sierra combination caboose w/trucks, Nickel Plate Products coach 500, Fujiyama V&T Club Car Julia
Bulette (foam stuck to roof and wheels), Balboa Union Pacific gas turbine standard type (loco shell), and other unmarked
trains. Trains look C6 area to C9-10. some boxes are not original nor correct, boxes are square and solid.

1002 Postwar HO scale brass trains in original boxes, Westside Model Company Sierra #5 and #6 short coach and combine by
Samhongsa, United Scale Models Virginia and Truckee 4-6-0 No. 26 steam locomotive and tender, and NorthWest Short
Line Sierra Railway 18 Baldwin 29790 built 1916 rblt 1930 2-8-0. No. 26 is painted/decorated, looks C8-9. Others are
unpainted/decorated, C9-10. Boxes are square and solid with little wear.

1003 Postwar Suydam HO gauge imported scale models, two No. 100 powered all brass scale model 57 foot Miles wood
interurban coaches, and two No. 737 all brass model Chicago North Shore & Milwaukee interurban coaches. Trains have
been decorated to look C9 area. Boxes are square and solid with little wear.

1004 Postwar brass HO gauge trains, Westside Model Company EMD E-9 A-B units by Nakamura Seimitsu Co. Trains are
unassembled with trim and screws in box, C8-9. Box is square and solid with little wear. KMT nickel plated Burlington
Zephyr three unit diesel articulated passenger train, C8-9. Box is unmarked but square and solid with little wear.
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1005 Postwar United Scale Models HO gauge brass RGS narrow gauge steam locomotives in original boxes, two No. 20 4-6-0
steam locomotives and tenders. One is decorated as RGS No. 20 and the other is decorated as Tomahawk and Western
Emma Sweeny. Trains look C8. One box has tape repaired corner of lid with some crushing, still a solid box. Other is
square and solid with little wear.

1006 Postwar JEP O gauge streamline steam locomotive and passenger cars in unmarked set box. Steam loco and tender,
baggage, and coach. Trains look C6 Curved and straight track and transformer included. Also included with the lot is a
second unmarked set box with track.

1007 Postwar Lionel O gauge boxcars, 6464-1, -25, -50, -75, -100, -125, -150, -175, two -275, -425, two -475, -725, and 3494
-275. Trains range C6.

1008 Postwar American Flyer S gauge and HO gauge accessories, unnumbered tool shed, 35780 HO coal loader in OB, 23796
sawmill in OB, oil drum loader, and 583 electro magnetic crane in OB. Accessories look C6-7. Some pieces include
components and instructions. Boxes are square and solid.

1009 Postwar Lionel O gauge passenger cars, repainted roofs, repainted stripes, etc. C6. Two 2421 Maplewood Pullmans, 2422
Chatham Pullman, 2423 Hillside observation, five 2432 Clifton vista-domes, three 2434 Newark Pullmans, two 2435
Elizabeth Pullmans, three 2436 Summit observations.

1010 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3494 NYC operating boxcar and 3494 MP operating boxcar, in original boxes, C8. Boxes are
square and solid with no torn or missing flaps.

1011 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6804 flatcar with military loads in original box, C8. Box is square and solid with missing flaps.
1012 Postwar Lionel O gauge 773 steam locomotive and 2426W whistle tender, loco has slightly dinged cab corner, otherwise
C7.

1013 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2023 twin diesel Union Pacific Alco A units, powered unit has minor touchups around nose.
Trains need white residue polished off shells. Trains should clean and polish to look C7 area. Clean battery compartment.
Box includes one insert and some torn wrapping paper. Box has clear tape on bottom, otherwise fairly square and solid
box with no torn or missing flaps.

1014 Postwar Lionel O gauge 1615LT steam switcher and tender set in original boxes, C8. C8-9 boxes. Original instructions
sheet included.

1015 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2360 Pennsylvania GG-1 Tuscan 5-stripe electric locomotive, nicer stripes, C7.
1016 Postwar Lionel O gauge 1599 MKT The Texas Special twin Alco diesel freight set with 210P and 210T MKT The Texas
Special twin Alco diesel A units, 6801 flatcar with boat, 6112-1 canister car w/three red 61125 canisters, 6425-60
automobile flatcar w/two original correct length autos, 6014 Frisco boxcar, 6465-60 Gulf tank, and 6017 caboose. Trains
look C7-8. Some boxes have a missing inner flap. Boxes are otherwise very square and solid. Set box has faded graphics,
old masking tape, etc. Set box is very square and solid with no torn or missing flaps.

1017 Postwar Lionel O gauge boxcars in original boxes, two 3464 and four 6454. One 3464 has a minor spot of rust on a door
guide and one 6454 needs cleaned, otherwise trains look C7-8. Boxes have a missing flap, a tear, a tape repair, etc. Boxes
are fairly square and solid and one 6454 is an over stamp that looks C8-9. Nice grouping.

1018 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6464 boxcars in original boxes, C7-8. 6464-25 Great Northern, 6464-425 New Haven, 6464-525
Minneapolis & St. Louis, 6464-650 Rio Grande, 6464-700 Santa Fe, and 6464-900 New York Central. Boxes have
missing flap, tape, repairs, etc. Fairly square and solid.

1019 Postwar Lionel separate sales counter top dealer or service center display box for SP smoke pellet bottles, with matching
bottles inside. Some are full and some are not. Bottle range C7-9 and box has very lightly dinged corner, otherwise looks
C8-9. Very nice display!

1020 Postwar Lionel O gauge accessories in original cello front boxes. Five 76 boulevard lamps, one 161 mail pickup, and one
75 tear drop lamps, C8-10.
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1021 Postwar Lionel O gauge group of accessories, most in original boxes, two 71, two 58 (one repainted), 6009, 927, 6029,
3927-50, SP, 671-75, seven 260, 91, 153, 164-64, 362-78, LTC, 450L, 88, 92, 145c, 34254-100, 58, 155. Boxes have
missing flaps, tears, tape repairs to C8 range. Accessories range same used C6 to C9 NOS range.

1022 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6517-60 Erie bay window caboose, C8. Small writing on one end, otherwise box looks C8-9.
1023 Postwar Lionel O gauge freight cars in original boxes, 3370 animated sheriff and outlaw, 3512 fireman and ladder car
(missing one ladder section), 6440 flatcar w/piggy back vans, 6463 rocket fuel tank (unrun), 6473 rodeo car, 6475 Pickles
vat car (rust on underside), 6825 flatcar with trestle bridge (bridge has a leg that is cracked), and 6017-100 caboose. Trains
look C7-8. Boxes range- missing a flap, missing cellophane, tape repair, etc. Boxes are fairly square and solid. Also
include is a 452 gantry signal bridge in original box, C8-9, box has tape repairs.

1024 Postwar Lionel O gauge separate sales items in original boxes, eight No. 40 cable reels, No. BSP SP smoke pellet bottle on
blister card, 6511-24 5 pipes, and 6112-25 canister set. Cable reel box looks C9, none of the reels have Lionel tape, but all
have wire. BSP card has been tape repaired and has some soiling/staining, 6511-24 and 6112-25 boxes look C8-9.

1025 Postwar Lionel O gauge freight cars in original boxes, C7-8. 6315 Gulf tank (slight surface rust on catwalk), 6361 log car,
and 6826 flatcar with Christmas trees.

1026 Dopeke Model Toys Rossmoyne Aerial Ladder fire truck. Truck measures approximately 34 inches long. Truck has a
little white paint on nose, otherwise truck looks C7.

1027 Modern era Lionel standard gauge 11-90007 reproduction prewar No. 155 freight shed in original box, some display dust,
otherwise C9.

1028 Vintage Smith-Miller No. 3 Mack aerial ladder fire truck, restored C6-7. Parts all appear to be original.
1029 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2343 Santa Fe twin diesel EMD F3a units in master carton with inner boxes. Trains look C6-7
with reproduction porthole lens, clean battery compartment. Boxes have some clear tape repairs and flaps taped shut.
Boxes are very square and solid. Original instructions sheet included.

1030 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2333 New York Central EMD F3 A-B-A diesel locomotives, restored to C7-8. Repro porthole
lens and screens have been removed and possibly replaced. Powered unit frame looks fine, battery holder has been
cleaned.

1031 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2020 steam locomotive, 6020W whistle tender, 3459 automatic dump car, 6411 lumber car, 3462
milk reefer, 2458 Pennsylvania double automobile boxcar, and 6357 SP caboose, trains should clean to look C6-7 area.
Included are worn 2020 and 3459 boxes.

1032 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2023 Union Pacific twin diesel Alco A units, dummy unit has a crack in the rear of shell, trains
otherwise look C6 area with clean battery compartment.

1033 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3356 horse car and corral in original box with 3356-100 horse figures in OB, car looks C7-8,
corral looks C6-7. Box has light wear, inventory sticker, inner tape repaired flap, square and solid. 3356 instructions
sheet. 3461 automatic lumber car with five logs, couple tiny specks on lift gate, otherwise C8. Box has tape repaired flaps,
very square and solid with insert.

1034 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2531 Silver Dawn observation, two 2532 Silver Range vista domes, and 2534 Silver Bluff
Pullman, trains look nicer look C6.

1035 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2020 steam locomotive, 2020W whistle tender, 2421 Maplewood Pullman, 2422 Chatham
Pullman, and 2423 Hillside observation, trains look nicer C6. Boxes have a few missing inner flaps, tape repairs, etc.
Boxes are otherwise quite square and solid.

1036 Postwar Lionel HO gauge steam switchers, steam locomotives, tenders, freight cars, passenger cars. Chipped shells,
cracked lift ring, one tender has melting to shell, one tender is missing wheels, one tender has surface rust on underside
parts. Overall a nice grouping of trains that should clean and polish C6 to C8 area, other than noted exceptions. 0900
Remote control track section 9” long in OB C9, OB looks C8. 0805 OB is missing flaps and material.
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1037 Postwar Lionel HO gauge boxed diesel freight sets, two 5727 NYC diesel freight sets and one 5721 MKT diesel freight set.
One 5727 looks C7-8 with nice inner boxes, set box has tape repairs, square and solid set box. 5721 has 0566-1, 0864-325,
and 0817-250 in OB, C7 with track and transformer. Box is very square and solid. Other 5727 has 0596, 0865-200, 0880,
0807, 0870, and 0819-200 with no boxes C6 area with oxidation and surface rust, loose track and switches. Set box is
mildly worn, still square and solid. Please view the photos carefully for more description and details.

1038 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2383P and 2383T Santa Fe twin diesel EMD F3a units, clean C6 area. Perfectly clean battery
compartment.

1039 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6017 caboose and 6428 U.S. Mail car, in original boxes. 6428 is unrun C7 and 6017 is unrun C9.
Boxes look C8 area.

1040 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2353P and 2353T Santa Fe EMD F3a twin diesel locomotive units. Units have tiny touchups in
red, tiny nicks into plastic, original porthole lens, C6. Dummy unit has mild battery corrosion.

1041 Postwar Lionel O gauge aluminum passenger cars. 2531 Silver Dawn observation, 2532 Silver Range vista dome, and
2533 Silver Cloud Pullman, trains have matching hex head rivets. 2531 has a pea sized touchup to observation end roof,
otherwise trains look C7 area.

1042 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2343P and 2343T Santa Fe EMD twin diesel F3a locomotives, original vent screens, C6. Clean
battery compartment.

1043 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6464-500 Timken boxcar in original box, unrun C8. Car has been cleaned before and roof needs
cleaned again. Very nice clean and crispy looking underside! Door guides and rivets look clean and smooth! Box has
very very small tear to tuck flap fold, otherwise nice C8.

1044 Postwar Lionel O gauge 204 Santa Fe twin Alco diesel A units, powered unit has minor touchups around a cab window
corner, trains look C7-8. Pilot skits are good.

1045 Postwar Lionel O gauge Santa Fe Alco diesel A units. 215P should clean and polish C7-8 with good pilot skirt. 218T has
cracked pilot skirt, small scuff through side vent ribs, C6-7. 218P should clean and polish C7 area. Nice grouping for the
operator.

1046 Modern era MTH RailKing G scale and Gauge 1 trains in CAT Caterpillar livery. Trains have been run, some display dust
that should be easily cleaned. Trains should clean and polish C8 area. Very nice grouping of trains for the CAT enthusiast.
Trains include original boxes. 10-1243-1 standard gauge 400E Contemporary Locomotive Black & Yellow (Protosound
2.0, Protosmoke, and more), 10-2123 200 series standard gauge gondola car, three 10-2088 200 series standard gauge
boxcars, two 10-2122 219P standard gauge operating cranes, 70-76036 CSX flatcar w/3516B generator (602498), 70
-77011 Caterpillar (#0502) offset steel caboose, 70-2015-1 F-3 AA diesel set with Protosound 2.0 (F3 Lead and Slave,
lighted number boards, Protosmoke, and more), and two 70-2015-3 F-3 B-units (non-powered). Boxes show very little to
no wear, some have shippers. Most have price stickers.

1047 Prewar Lionel O gauge 1688E streamline steam locomotive with 1689T tinplate tender, two 1630 Pullman, and 1631
observation. Tender has a little minor surface rust, trains otherwise are very clean C6.

1048 Prewar American Flyer O gauge, two unnumbered electric steam locomotives and tenders, boxcar, lumber car with lumber
load (detached brake wheel), and caboose. Trains are very nice C6 and some will clean and polish to look a little better.

1049 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2026 steam locomotive with an unnumbered tender without whistle, two 2442 Pullman coaches,
and a 6443 observation passenger cars, C6. Also included is a 520 boxcab electric locomotive, should clean nicer C6 area.

1050 Modern era MTH Tinplate Traditions Union Pacific G scale trains; 10-1183-1 400E Tinplate steam engine, Contemporary
with Protosound 2.0 with Digital Command System featuring passenger station Proto-Effects, and more. Also included is
10-5008 Tinplate Traditions 420-428 Series Passenger set with Union Pacific passenger cars, 420 Cadbury coach, 421
Avon coach, 422 Mintaka observation and 423 Ipsus coach, passenger cars. Trains look beautiful, loco and tender look
lightly run C8 area. 422 and 423 look to have been run with loco and tender. 420 and 421 looked to have never been
removed from boxes. Boxes show no wear, in shippers.
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1051 Prewar Lionel O gauge, Lionel Jr. streamline three unit passenger trains in red. One is restored in aluminum and the other
has been restored in chrome finish. Chrome train has a small spot forming on the roof of the observation unit. Trains
otherwise look restored C7 area. Great trains for an operator!

1052 Modern era RailKing One-Gauge/1 gauge DASH 8-40B diesel locomotives (non-powered), in original boxes, units look
unrun C8. Boxes show no wear, in shippers.

1053 Prewar American Flyer O gauge 401 steam locomotive and 1121 tinplate tender, 1218 center cab and boxcab electric
locomotives, three 1122 Blue Streak passenger coaches, 1205 U.S. Mail RPO car, 1206 CM&StPRY Seattle coach, 1207
AFL Chicago observation, U.S. Mail RPO car, Pennsylvania Broadway Limited passenger coach, and 1206 AFL
observation. Trains look C6 area.

1054 Prewar Lionel O gauge electric locomotives, C6 area. Two 152 center cabs, 250 center cab, and 252 center cab trains.
1055 Modern era RailKing One-Gauge/1 gauge 70-3022 Erie 2-8-8-8-2 Triplex steam locomotive and tender in original box, C8
lightly run. Box shows no wear, in shipper.

1056 Vintage Schwinn Corvette serial number SE11992 bicycle. Bike has been very nicely restored. Small blemishes on one
crossbar Schwinn lettering from cables. Bicycle appears to be 100% complete with 100% original Schwinn parts, except
tires. Tires are new period styled Schwinn Westwind whitewalls. Tires have been flat, but are not dry-rotted or cracked,
but... Bike in our opinion looks restored C8+ condition.

1057 Modern era RailKing One-Gauge/1 gauge 70-3003-1 Union Pacific 4-6-6-4 Challenger steam locomotive and tender.
Train has some display dust and some oxidation on tender wheels, otherwise should easily clean C8 lightly run. Box
shows no wear, in shipper.

1058 Prewar Lionel O gauge 251 boxcab electric, two 253 boxcab electric's, 1717 gondola, 1719 boxcar, 1722 caboose. Caboose
has a green paint run on one side, otherwise trains look C6 area.

1059 Modern era RailKing One-Gauge/1 Gauge 70-3006-1 American Freedom GS-4 4-8-4 steam engine with Protosound 2.0
featuring Passenger Station, 70-65022 3-car smooth side streamline 70’ streamlined set, and 70-68022 70’ streamlined
smooth side observation, in original boxes. Passenger cars in box look clean lightly run C8. 201 coach is loose, lightly run
C7 (minor display dust). Loco and tender have some minor display dust, lightly run C8. Boxes show no wear, in shippers.

1060 Prewar Lionel O gauge steam locomotives and tenders, C6. 258, 257T, 259, unnumbered tender (glued on trim), 262E,
262T, 1688, and 1689T.

1061 Modern era RailKing One-Gauge/1-Ga. 70-76026, 70-76027, 70-76028, 70-76029 TTX flatcars with CAT Caterpillar
construction vehicles, and 70-76036 CSX flatcar with CAT Caterpillar generator. Trains look lightly run C8 area, boxes
show very little to no wear, price stickers.

1062 Prewar Lionel O gauge steam locomotives, C6 except 238E and matching 265T have been nicely repainted C6-7. 224E,
unnumbered whistle tender, 238E and matching 265T, 249E and matching 265T, and 1664E and unnumbered tender
without whistle.

1063 Modern era RailKing One-Gauge 1-Ga. 70-3009-1 Union Pacific 4-8-8-4 Big Boy steam locomotive and tender in original
box, lightly run C8. Box shows no wear, in shipper.

1064 Prewar Lionel O gauge 259E steam locomotive, unnumbered whistle tender, two 1679 Baby Ruth boxcars, 1677 gondola,
two 1680 tanks (one Shell, one Sunoco), 807 caboose, two 1682 cabooses. Trains look C6. 1679 OB missing flaps
included.

1065 Modern era Aristo Craft Gauge 1 trains, ART-22405B Union Pacific 3647 SD-45 diesel locomotive with four Union
Pacific heavy weight passenger cars, ART-31308 coach, ART-31408 passenger car, ART-31508 diner, and ART-31808
passenger car, in original boxes. Trains look lightly run C8 area. Boxes show little to light wear, price stickers.
Edgewood Pullman has a wheel that needs pushed back onto insulator?.
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1066 Prewar Lionel O gauge Winner Lines 1016 steam locomotive and tender, two 1515 Sunoco tanks, 1512 NYC gondola,
1514 Erie boxcar, 1517 NYC Lines caboose, 1010 Winner Lines electric boxcab, and 1011 Winner Lines Pullman coach.
Trains look C6. Tender is missing rear coupler, 1514 and 1517 are missing couplers.

1067 Modern era Lionel O gauge 14154 #193 water tower, 26834 PFE ice car, 14147 old style clock tower, and Schylling
railroad hand car, C9-10. Boxes show very little to no wear.

1068 Postwar Marx O gauge steam locomotives with passenger cars and freight cars, C6 area. Streamline NYC loco and tender
w/553, 554, 555, 556. Red streamlined NYC loco and tender w/two Montclair Pullman coaches, Pullman observation, and
547 REA baggage. Black NYC streamlined NYC loco and tender with 59, 552, 553, 556. 999 diecast steam loco and
NYC tinplate tender, 3552, 3555, 256, 3556.

1069 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2328 Burlington GP-7 diesel restored to C7+. 2332 Pennsylvania Brunswick green 5-stripe GG-1
electric locomotive, C7 area.

1070 Postwar Lionel O gauge 362-78 red barrels for the 3562 barrel car, tougher items to find. One barrel has couple minor
scuffs to paint, C7, other looks C9.

1071 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2322 Virginian Fairbanks Morse Trainmaster diesel locomotive. Minor nicks and rubs to steps,
otherwise C7+. No screw cracks! Tough to find!

1072 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6464-500 Timken boxcar in original double comma Hillside, NJ box. Looks very lightly run C8
-9. Box is super square and solid with a tiny piece of masking tape on a side corner and a dealer stamp, otherwise C8-9.

1073 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2356C Southern F3b diesel locomotive unit in original box with insert and wrapping paper. Train
looks unrun C7-8 with one original porthole lens. Box has a missing inner flap and wear around flaps, square and solid.

1074 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6464-900 NYC boxcar in original cellophane display window front box. Train looks unrun C8
area. Box looks C8 area.

1075 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6464-75 Rock Island type IV boxcar in original double comma Hillside, NJ box, unrun C9. Box
looks C9. n

1076 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6464-150 Missouri Pacific boxcar in original box, unrun C8-9. Box looks C8.
1077 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6464-375 Central of Georgia boxcar in original box, C7. Box has a detached inner flap, wrinkling
around cello, otherwise C7.

1078 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6464-200 Pennsylvania boxcar in original Hagerstown, Maryland double comma box, tiny
puncture in a side panel, otherwise C9.

1079 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6464-500 Timken Roller Freight boxcar in original box, nick to a roof corner otherwise should
clean to look unrun C7-8 area. Box looks C8.

1080 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6464-50 Minneapolis and St. Louis, 6464-100 Western Pacific, 6464-225 Southern Pacific, and
6464-425 New Haven, boxcars look C7-8. Some boxes have a detached or missing flap, tape repairs, etc., otherwise square
and solid.

1081 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6464-400 Baltimore and Ohio boxcar in original box, train should clean and polish to look C7
area. Box looks C7++.

1082 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6464-700 Santa Fe boxcar in original box with cello display window front. Train looks unrun C8
-9. Box looks C9.

1083 Modern era Lionel O gauge 6464-1970 Chicago, ILL TCA convention boxcar, unrun C9-10. Box ink writing on end flaps,
otherwise C8-9.

1084 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6464-825 The Alaska Railroad boxcar, C7.
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1085 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6464 boxcars, trains should clean and polish to look better C6-7 range. 6464-50 Rock Island, -75
Minneapolis and St. Louis, -300 Rutland, -425 New Haven, two -525 Minneapolis and St. Louis, and three -725 New
Haven.

1086 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6464-1 Western Pacific, -25 Great Northern, -75 Rock Island, -225 Southern Pacific, -400
Baltimore and Ohio (cracked catwalk end), -450 Great Northern, and -650 Denver and Rio Grande, boxcars, should clean
and polish to look C6-7.

1087 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6464-275 BAR State of Maine boxcars, one with tri-color door and one with solid red door.
Trains look C7. One original box, missing inner coupler protection flaps, otherwise very square and solid.

1088 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3424 operating Wabash brakeman car, 3472 operating milk car, and 3562-50 ATSF operating
barrel car, C6-7. Some boxes have a missing flap, tear, etc. Boxes are square and solid.

1089 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3356 operating horse car and corral in OB with components and 3656 operating cattle car and
stockyard with components, C7-8. Boxes have some light wear, missing flap, etc. Boxes are fairly square and solid.

1090 Lionel postwar O gauge original boxes only for the Girl’s Train set. Boxes include the uncataloged set box X738. The set
box is all there but does show wear. The individual boxes included are 6436-500, 6427-500, 6464-510, 6464-515, 1130T
-500, 6462-500 and 1043-500. All boxes have all flaps with the exception of the 6462-500 is missing a tuck flap. Minor
tape on interior boxes.

1091 Lionel postwar O gauge original box only for the 1950 773 Hudson freight set. Set is number 2169WS. This is a tougher
set box to find. Box is very square and looks great. Three of the flaps have brown tape on them.

1092 Nice Lionel postwar O gauge original box only for a 6817 scraper. The box has the perf intact but the half circle piece on
the perf is missing. All flaps intact. Minor wear on corners of flaps.

1093 Unbelievable lot of Lionel postwar O gauge original paper items. 1963 accessory catalog. 1946 consumer catalog. 1966
foldout catalog. 1962 dealer advance catalog. 1946 Liberty magazine with the 1946 Lionel catalog inside. 1955-6 service
stations listing. Lionel Sound effects record in folder. Whistles and Bells and Puffing record in folder. Blue record Lionel
in Action. Lionel Service Stations 1953-1954. Hello Pop card. 1954 accessories booklet. Colorful larger yellow and red
LIONEL RR GUIDE. Two The magic of Lionel Magnetraction booklets. Three different Railroading is Fun foldouts.
Two 1945 Plans and Blue Prints for Lionel Model Railroaders. 1953 Lionel accessories booklet. Kellogg's Fun with
Trains booklet. 1951 Romance of Model Railroading with Lionel Trains booklet. Lionel Planning book for Pop. 1945
Candid Shots Lionel Trains in Action. Instructions for Assembling from 1946. Two Fun with Lionel Model Railroading
books from 1947, one is smaller and the other is full size. Two Lionel track layouts 1949 catalogs. Lionel Wonder book of
Model RR. Two Official Book of Rules booklets. Full Art Prints of 19th Century Locomotives Presented by Lionel.
Included in the lot is a dozen or so fairly common instruction sheets, several reproduction prewar catalogs and a couple of
Plasticville catalogs.

1094 Lot of unusual Lionel postwar and modern O gauge paper for a dealer or service station. Lot includes an original three ring
postwar binder for the PARTS CATALOG, C7+. A colorful foldout from the early 1950’s IN ALL THE WORLD NO
OTHER TRAINS LIKE LIONEL TRAINS AND ACCESSORIES, C7+. Lionel track layouts fold out, C9-10. Multi color
flyer for HO transformers. 1957 foldout promoting Super O track, C9-10. 1954 Lionel Dealer Display catalog with
outstanding information on dealer displays, crease in middle so C7. The two modern era paper items are a sheet with two
display layouts from early MPC era and the second for the MPC era clock.

1095 Rare Lionel postwar O gauge dealer or service station paper items including a very large and colorful foldout promoting
the 1960 promotional packet C10. Sheet that has WE PLEDGE TO ALL LIONEL CUSTOMERS from Medaris Lionel
President and it still has the MR. DEALER tear off intact along the bottom C9-10. A foldout with Major General John
Medaris on the front talking about how to sell Lionel trains, C9. Large 1960 Ad Mat sheet, C9-10. Two window banners,
one with red background and one with white background COME IN AND GET YOUR BIG NEW LIONEL CATALOG,
C9-10. Large mailing envelope with Roy Cohn on the cover for a promotional packet, C7. GREAT lot of very unusual
Lionel paper.
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1096 Gorgeous Lionel postwar O gauge dealer or service station window banner. Measures 21.25 x 6.25 inches. This is a
guaranteed original, NOT a reproduction. C9-10 with very bright colors.

1097 Lionel postwar O gauge tough paper items from dealers or service station about the factory including an Annual Report for
Year Ended December 31, 1956 C9-10. All Aboard at Lionel from October 1955, C9+. All Aboard at Lionel from August
1955, C9.

1098 Tough Lionel postwar O gauge dealer service station booklet from 1953. At Your Service the Answer Book on Lionel
Trains. Absolutely mint C10.

1099 Very tough Lionel postwar O gauge 1946 advance catalog. This is probably the highest quality copy of this catalog that we
have ever sold. It is gorgeous from spending it’s entire life in a file cabinet! C10.

1100 Lionel prewar O gauge 5344 full scale 700E Hudson and tender. Engine is nice C7. Tender looks C7-8, probable Madison
shell. We usually do not test trains to run but today the lure to run a 700E was too much- the engine runs and reverses very
smoothly! Included in the lot is an original prewar 700E display board, C7-8.

1101 United PFM mfg. by Atlas Ind Brass HO scale Golden Spike Centennial with board and OB. CP Jupiter and UP #119.
C9. Includes original box with good foam, display board, PFM guarantee sheet and two sealed PFM HO 6 way coupler
pocket packets.

1102 Lionel postwar O gauge 2322 Virginian FM, very nice with no screw cracks. Very faint test run, C9. OB has all flaps,
sealed on one end, square and includes the original insert.

1103 Lionel postwar O gauge 773 Hudson and 773W New York Central tender. Both are high grade C8-9. Tender OB has all
flaps intact.

1104 Lionel postwar O gauge 773 Hudson and 2426W from 1950. All original C7+.
1105 Lionel prewar O gauge City of Portland boxed set 751E. Includes 752E, 753 and 754. I spent two hours comparing this
set to other sets and my conclusion is that this is probably nicest City of Portland I have ever seen, assuming it is original
and I think it is. I first thought it was restored because it was so nice but with a black light and comparisons I think it is
original. The vestibules I think have been restored as the yellow is not exactly the same and they have no marks on them
from having been run. The bodies have extremely slight rubs on the bellypans and the observation has a circle paint rub on
the roof about the size of one of the screw heads that holds the roof on. C8-9. Interior boxes are absolutely stunning C9-10
with factory sealed tape on one end of each box- I have never seen boxes even close to these as far as condition is
concerned. The outer set box is square with some wear on flap joints and the taped corner is missing the original tape.
Great label.

1106 Mint Lionel postwar O gauge 6464-525 M&StL boxcar, type IV body, unrun, extremely bright graphics, unrun, C9-10.
OB C9+.

1107 Mint Lionel postwar O gauge 6464-475 Boston and Maine boxcar, type IV body with 2-57 BLT date on sides. Much
harder dark blue variation painted on a lighter blue mold. Unrun. Looks C9-10, does have a bit of very minor surface rust
on 4 of the pins that hold the door guides on. OB is C9-10.

1108 Mint Lionel postwar O gauge 6464-725 New Haven boxcar in much harder BLACK variation rather than the more
common orange. Car has very bright graphics, unrun, C9-10. Includes the correct 6464-425 Hagerstown OB that is
gorgeous C9-10 also.

1109 Mint Lionel postwar O gauge boxcars including 6428 US Mail, 6464-75 Rock Island, 6464-400 Baltimore and Ohio, 6464
-500 Timken, 6464-650 Rio Grande and two 6464-725 New Havens. All cars are unrun C8-10 with great original boxes!

1110 Postwar Lionel O gauge 736 steam Berkshire with 2671WX Lionel Lines tender. Good steps on tender. C6-7.
1111 Lionel postwar O gauge 2426W die cast 12 wheel tender. Original heat stamp lettering and paint. Variation with die cast
whistle. C7.
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1112 Tough Lionel postwar O gauge 6315 tank car, this is the much harder to find painted orange variation verses the common
orange molded with no paint variation. Unrun, C9-10. OB 6315-60 has all flaps but some tape.

1113 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6464-350 MKT The Katy, C8-9. OB is worn.
1114 Lionel postwar O gauge 216 Burlington Alco A unit, unbroken pilot on front, great graphics, C7+. OB C7 with all flaps
intact.

1115 Lionel postwar O gauge 3494-625 Soo operating boxcar, unrun. Boxcar looks gorgeous C9 however it does have what
appears to be a small paint loss area to the upper left of one of the doors. It should be visible in the photos.

1116 Lionel postwar O gauge 2356 Southern F3 ABA F3 units. Very nice units that look great C7-8 however two units are each
missing one ladder? B unit has a very small 3/4 inch long sharpie type marker spot on roof. Boxes have some wear,
include the inserts.

1117 Lionel postwar O gauge 3494-550 Monon operating boxcar, C7-8. OB has some missing inner flaps, taped end flaps.
1118 Lionel postwar O gauge 56 MStL mine transport. Good struts. The handrails have some flaking on the handrails. C6. OB
is very worn, original insert.

1119 Lionel postwar O gauge 624 Chesapeake and Ohio switcher, C6+. OB is nice C8 area, no insert. 629 Burlington Route
center cab, hairline at front screw, tougher original box has no insert but is a quite nice fully intact original box, crease on
one side.

1120 Lionel postwar O gauge 2321 Lackawanna FM, gray top variation, mild paint nicks on roof, usual hairlines, C6 area. OB
is worn.

1121 Lionel postwar O gauge 1950 Anniversary set with 2023 Union Pacific Alco AA units, 2481 Plainfield Pullman, 2482
Westfield Pullman and a 2483 Livingston observation car. Trains have some mildew spotting on the roof, C6.

1122 MTH modern O gauge Milwaukee Road 20-2304-1 E-8 A-B-A diesel locomotive set in OB. Powered loco features
Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8+ with faint roller marks and some shelf
dust however powered A unit has two or three small scratches down one side of the nose. OB has one two inch rip in one
end flap.

1123 MTH modern O gauge Great Northern 20-2305-1 E-8 A-B-A diesel locomotive set in OB. Powered loco features
Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8+ with faint roller marks and some shelf
dust, one small paint chip on corner of roof hand rail.

1124 MTH modern O gauge Dealer Appreciation Program 20-80006A Santa Fe Yellow Bonnet F-7 A-B-A set in OB. Powered
loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8+ with very light run time and shelf dust.
OB has some light corner wear.

1125 MTH O Gauge MT-3021LP Union Pacific big boy in OB. Loco features Protosound, Protosmoke, Protocoupler and much
more. Loco is in OB and comes with instructions. Loco is C8 with run time

1126 Lionel modern O gauge 18045 Commodore Vanderbilt steam locomotive in OB. This New York Central locomotive
features TMCC, Railsounds, smoke and more. Loco is C8 condition with run time.

1127 ACE Trains AC-1 station kit new in OB with all parts C9-10.
1128 Lionel modern O Gauge No. 51000 The Hiawatha passenger set in OB. Loco and cars are C8 with light run time. There are
incredibly faint signs of the loco shell casting gassing towards the front of the top of the boiler. Much less than other recent
examples we have seen. Hardly noticeable from about an inch away. OB has some light wear and one split corner.

1129 Lionel modern O gauge 32910 operating rotary coal tipple in OB. C8 with some layout use.
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1130 Lionel modern standard gauge tinplate Milwaukee Road Hiawatha 13004 steam locomotive in OB. Loco is C8 with run
time. Set box shows some damage to corners but no damage to loco.

1131 MTH modern O Gauge 20-80001 Dealer Appreciation Program 1999 Canadian Pacific F3 passenger set in individual OBs,
set box including; 20-80001b1A F-3 A unit with Proto Sound, 20-80001b1B F-3 A unit, 20-80001b2C 60 foot aluminum
vista dome, 20-80001b2D 60 foot aluminum vista dome, 20-80001b2E 60 foot aluminum vista dome and 20-80001b2F 60
foot aluminum observation. Also included is 20-80002 two car add on set and 80002 B unit. Loco and cars are C8 with
light run time. Also included is second 80002B B unit not shown in the photos

1132 MTH modern O gauge 20-2214-1 Union Pacific number 80 coal turbine in OB. Loco features Protosound, Protosmoke,
Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C9-10, lead unit only unwrapped for photos.

1133 Lionel modern O gauge 36002 Phantom passenger car four pack in OB. Cars are C8-9 with incredibly faint roller marks.
Set box has some very light wear.

1134 Lionel modern O gauge 18043 Chesapeake and Ohio semi scale Hudson loco and tender with six aluminum passenger cars,
19145 combo, 19146 Pullman, 19147 Pullman, 19149 Gadsby Kitchen without box 19150 observation, 19148 Chessie
Club. Also included are heavyweight four car set 19088, 19089, 19090, 19091. Trains are C8 with some very light run
time. OBs have some light wear.

1135 MTH modern O gauge 20-3069-1 Erie 2-8-8-8-2 Triplex steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C9-10 with no major signs of run time. Loco only unwrapped for
photos.

1136 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 10-1176-1 Milwaukee Road Olympian set in OBs. This is the contemporary version.
Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control and more. Loco and cars are high C8-9 with light run time. Also includes two
10-1178 add on diners in OB.

1137 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate Ives Prosperity Special set in OB. Catalog number is 10-1201-1. Set is the
contemporary version with Protosound and Protosmoke. Set is C9 area with no major signs of run time beyond a light
factory test.

1138 Lionel and MTH modern standard gauge 13006 Milwaukee Road Hiawatha four car passenger set. MTH 11-40015 add on
coach which is factory wrapped. Lionel cars are C8 with run time. MTH car is C9-10. Lionel OB has some light corner
wear.

1139 MTH modern O gauge 20-5568-1 Pennsylvania Bicentennial GG-1 electric locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound
2.0, DCS control, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8+ with light run time, however some shelf dust which will easily
clean.

1140 MTH modern HO 80-3119-1 American Freedom Train GS-4 with Protosound 3.0. C8-9 with no major signs of run time
beyond factory testing.

1141 MTH modern O gauge Dealer Appreciation Program 20-80003A BNSF GS-4 steam locomotive in employee appreciation
paint. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8+ with light run time,
however loco does have some shelf dust.

1142 MTH modern O gauge Burlington SD40-2 power and dummy pair in OBs. Catalog numbers are 20-2364-1 and 20-2364-3.
Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8+ with very light run time,
however walkways are starting to lift and will need reglued and locos have some shelf dust.

1143 MTH modern O gauge Freedom Train Alco PA A-B-A in OB. Catalog number is 20-2386-1. Locos feature Protosound
2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8+ with light run time, however locos have some shelf
dust.

1144 MTH modern HO 2-8-8-8-2 Erie Triplex steam locomotive in OB. Catalog number is 80-3108-1. Locomotive features
Protosound 3.0, smoke, and more. Loco is C8-9 with no major signs of run time beyond factory testing.
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1145 MTH modern O Gauge Dealer Appreciation Program clear shell Santa Fe F3s in OBs. Catalog number is 20-80002A.
Locos feature Protosound and Protocouplers. Locos are C8+ with some light run time. Locos do have some shelf dust.

1146 MTH modern O Gauge Dealer Appreciation Program BNSF Employee Appreciation Special passenger cars in OBs.
Includes 20-80004D five car set, 20-80004E sleeper diner set, and 20-80004F full vista dome. Cars are C9-10, observation
only unwrapped for photos.

1147 MTH modern O gauge Rock Island Alco PA A-B-A set in OB. Catalog number is 20-2390-1. Locos feature Protosound
2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8+ with light run time and some light shelf dust.

1148 MTH modern O gauge 20-98119 20-98120 Hill Crest Lumber six cars sets in OBs. Twelve cars total. C9-10.
1149 MTH modern O gauge 20-2619-1 Western Pacific F-3 A-B-B-A set in OB. Locos feature Protosound 2.0, DCS control,
Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8+ with light run time and some shelf dust. 20-2619-3 dummy B unit
also included and not shown in photos OB has some light corner and edge wear.

1150 Weaver modern O gauge brass Western Pacific GS-64 steam locomotive in OB. Loco also features can motor, smoke,
constant voltage lighting, etc. Loco is C8 with run time and will need new traction tires. Loco and box have some shelf dust
and box has light wear.

1151 MTH modern O gauge 20-3194-1 Santa Fe Blue Goose 4-6-4 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8 with run time, however chrome strip on the side of the loco has
some light “clouding” in spots. Might clean. OB has some light corner wear.

1152 MTH modern O gauge Great Northern SD24 diesel locomotive pair in OB. Catalog numbers are 20-2296-1. Cab numbers
are 2418 and 2421. Both locos feature Protosound, Protocouplers, and much more. Both locos are C8+ with light run time
and some shelf dust on the locos.

1153 Three MTH modern O gauge EMD GP-30 diesel locomotives in OBs. Catalog number is 20-2284-1. Cab numbers are
1961, 1962, and 1963. All three locos feature Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos
are C8+ with light run time and shelf dust.

1154 MTH modern O gauge BNSF AC6000 diesel locomotive in OB. Catalog number is 20-2265-1. Loco features Protosound
2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8+ with light run time and some shelf dust.

1155 Atlas modern O gauge Milwaukee Road FM Erie built A-B-A diesel locomotive set in OB. Catalog numbers are 1234P,
1234D, and 1235. Power units feature TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and much more. Locos are C9 area with no
major signs of run time beyond factory testing. Locos do have some shelf dust.

1156 MTH modern O gauge 20-20092-1 Iowa Interstate ES44AC diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8 with run time and some shelf dust on the loco.

1157 MTH modern O gauge Burlington Northern Pulling for Troops SD60M power and dummy pair in OBs. Catalog numbers
are 20-2446-1 and 20-2446-3. Powered loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more.
Locos are C8-9 with very light run time. Some dust on loco tops. Two loco walkways are loose but included.

1158 MTH modern O gauge 20-20093-1 Rock Island ES44AC diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8-9 with light run time and some shelf dust on the loco.

1159 K Line modern O gauge 21 inch aluminum Southern Pacific Daylight passenger cars in OBs. Six car set includes K4688C
four car set and 4688D add on two pack. Observation and dome were displayed and have some dust and light spotting on
roof which will clean, otherwise cars are C8-9.

1160 MTH modern O gauge 20-2346-1 Western Pacific FT A-B-A set in OB. Locos feature Protosound 2.0, DCS control,
Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8 with light run time and some shelf dust on locos, however “P” on
powered unit has scuff on one side.
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1161 MTH modern O gauge 40-4000 Z4000 transformer in OB. Transformer in nice C8 condition with light layout use.
1162 Lionel modern O Gauge 31711 Wabash Freight set in OB. Part of the Postwar Celebration series. A and B units feature
Railsounds and TMCC. Set is factory sealed in plastic C10. Also included is 14584 dummy A unit not shown in photos C8
-9.

1163 Atlas modern O gauge Gunderson stack cars in OBs. Ten cars include 8903-2 Burlington Northern three pack, 8905-1
Santa Fe three pack, 8904-1 Santa Fe two pack, and 8902-2 Burlington Northern two pack. Cars are C9-10. OBs have some
light corner wear, one OB has rip in side.

1164 MTH Railking modern O gauge Pennsylvania 30-2210-0 Aerotrain set in OB. Set features Locosound. Set is C8 with run
time and some shelf dust.

1165 Lionel modern O gauge 11722 Girls Train reissue in OB. Set is opened but appears unrun. Might have been displayed. Set
box has one partially split corner and some light dust.

1166 MTH modern O gauge Conrail 20-5515-1 Bicentennial GG-1 in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control,
Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8-9 with very light run time and some shelf dust.

1167 MTH modern O gauge 20-2147LP Amtrak F40PH diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound, Protocouplers, and
more. C8 with run time and shelf dust.

1168 MTH modern O gauge 20-2189-1 Amtrak Genesis diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound, Protocouplers, and
more. C8 with run time and shelf dust. OB has some light corner and edge wear.

1169 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-2630-1 25th Anniversary F3 A-B-A set in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8 with run time and some light shelf dust.

1170 MTH modern O gauge 20-2213-1 Amtrak F59PH diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound, Protocouplers,
and more. C8 with run time and shelf dust.

1171 Weaver modern O gauge brass G1716LP South Shore Little Joe electric locomotive in OB. Loco is equipped with sound
and is C8-9 with very little signs of run time. Loco does have some shelf dust.

1172 MTH modern O gauge 20-5545-1 Milwaukee Road Little Joe electric locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0,
DCS control, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C9 area with no major signs of run time beyond factory testing. Loco does
have some shelf dust.

1173 K Line modern O gauge K2436-2002 Metrolink F59PHi diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
smoke, Electrocouplers, and much more. Loco is C8 with some run time and shelf dust. OB has some light corner and
edge wear.

1174 Lionel modern O gauge 18373 New York Central S02 electric locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocouplers, and much more. Loco is C8 with run time and shelf dust.

1175 Weaver modern O gauge brass bodied Pennsylvania Tuscan five stripe GG1 in OB. Loco features dual motors, constant
lighting, and more. C7-8 with two very small paint chips in roof and some shelf dust. OB has some dust and light shelf
wear.

1176 MTH modern O gauge 20-2242-1 Union Pacific DC-3 inspection car in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control,
Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8+ with light run time and some shelf dust. OB has some light shelf wear.

1177 Weaver modern O gauge brass Pennsylvania Brunswick five stripe GG1 loco in OB. Loco features dual motors, constant
lighting, and more. C8 with run time and shelf dust. Box is lightly shelf worn.

1178 Williams modern O gauge 7002 Southern Pacific brass cab forward steam locomotive in OB. Loco features smoke,
constant voltage lights, and more. Loco is C8-9 with very light run time. OB has some light shelf wear.
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1179 MTH modern O gauge 20-5540-1 Milwaukee Road Cascade W-1 electric locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0,
DCS control, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8 with run time however has some shelf dust and one missing windshield
insert.

1180 Williams modern O gauge 7001 Union Pacific Big Boy steam locomotive in OB. Loco features brass construction, smoke,
constant voltage lights and more. Loco is C8 with run time and some very light loss of blackening on the drivers. Loco also
has some shelf dust.

1181 MTH modern O gauge Southern Pacific SD45T-2 tunnel motor pair in OB. Catalog numbers are 20-2692-1 and 20-2692-3.
Powered loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8 however both
locos have two or three small paint blemishes on the roof and some stuck tissue, therefore graded C7.

1182 MTH modern O gauge 20-3043-1 T-1 4-4-4-4 duplex steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control,
Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8 with run time and some shelf dust. OB has some corner wear.

1183 MTH modern O gauge Santa Fe reefer six packs in OBs. Catalog numbers are 90038 and 90039. Cars are C9-10.
1184 MTH modern O gauge 20-3091-1 Rio Grande 2-8-8-2 Y3 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8 with run time and some shelf dust. OB has some light corner
wear.

1185 3rd Rail modern O gauge Great Northern Y-1 electric locomotive in OB. Cab number 5013. Loco does have
Electrocouplers, so it might have TMCC, does have sounds. C8-9 with light run time. Does have some shelf dust.

1186 MTH modern O gauge Duluth Missabe and Iron Range ore car six packs in OBs. Three packs include 97505, 97506 and
95507. C9-10. OBs have some light shelf wear.

1187 K Line modern O gauge 21 inch aluminum California Zephyr passenger cars in OBs. Ten cars include K4613-11107
D&RGW "Silver Mustang" #1107 Dome Coach, K4613-10811 Western Pacific "Silver Dollar" #811 Coach, K4613-40375
CB&Q "Silver Horizon" #375 Observation Car, K4613-30903 CB&Q “Silver Bear” baggage, K4613-41121 D&RGW
“Silver Pine” sleeper, K4613-48449 Pennsylvania “Silver Rapids” sleeper, K4613-40842 Western Pacific “Silver Platter”
diner, K4613-41130 D&RG “Silver Pass” sleeper, K4613-4027 CB&Q “Silver Falls” sleeper, and K4613-40252 CB&Q
"Silver Roundup" #252 Dome Lounge. Cars are C8-9 with light run time and some shelf dust.

1188 MTH modern O gauge 20-5514-1 Great Northern Cascade W-1 electric locomotive in OBs. Loco features Protosound 2.0,
DCS control, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8-9 with very light roller mark and shelf dust, however a few small paint
chips on edge of pilot step. OB has one detached flap at the glue seam.

1189 MTH modern O gauge 20-3032-1 Nickel Plate Berkshire in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke,
Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8 with run time and some shelf dust.

1190 MTH modern O gauge 20-2268-1 BNSF Dash 9 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control,
Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8 however one bent front handrail and loose chain. OB has some light
corner wear.

1191 MTH modern O gauge 20-3042-1 Chesapeake and Ohio M-1 turbine in OB. Loco features Protosound, Protosmoke,
Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8 with shelf dust and some run time.

1192 MTH modern O gauge 20-3072-1 Norfolk and Western Y6b steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8 with run time and shelf dust. OB has some light corner wear.

1193 MTH modern O gauge 20-2394-1 American Orient Express E-8 diesel locomotive A-B-A set in OB. Loco features
Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8-9 with no major signs of run time, but
some shelf dust on A-A sets

1194 MTH modern O gauge 20-3107-1 Pennsylvania S-1 Duplex steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8-9 with very light roller mark and shelf dust.
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1195 MTH modern O gauge 20-3078-1 Union Pacific FEF 4-8-4 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8-9 with very light if any run time and shelf dust. One small paint
chip on edge of smoke stack.

1196 MTH modern O gauge 20-2482-1 Union Pacific Centipede diesel locomotive set in OB. Locos feature Protosound 2.0,
DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C9 with no major signs of run time beyond factory testing.
Locos do have some shelf dust. OB has some light corner and edge wear.

1197 MTH modern O gauge 20-2433-1 Santa Fe DD40AX diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control,
Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8-9 with light if any run time but some shelf dust and one paint nick on
rear handrail. OB has some corner and edge wear.

1198 MTH modern O gauge Union Pacific 20-2251-1 Union Pacific weed sprayer set in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protocoupler, and more. Set is C9 with some shelf dust.

1199 MTH modern O gauge 20-3082-1 Frisco Meteor steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control,
Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8+ with light run time and some shelf dust. OB has some corner wear and
shelf dust.

1200 MTH modern O gauge Milwaukee Road 20-3096-1 Hiawatha steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco C8-9 with very light roller marks and some shelf dust.

1201 MTH modern O gauge Metrolink F59PHI powered and dummy pair in OBs. Catalog numbers are 20-2555-1 and 20-2555
-3. Powered loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8-9 with very light
run time and some shelf dust. Both OBs have some light wear, one sun faded end.

1202 MTH modern O gauge American Freedom Train GS-4 steam locomotive in OB. Catalog number is 20-3077-1. Loco
features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8+ with light run time and some
shelf dust. OB also dusty.

1203 MTH modern O gauge Union Pacific M10000 set in OB. Catalog number is 20-2298-1. Loco features Protosound 2.0,
DCS control, Protosmoke, and more. Set is C8+ with light run time and shelf dust.

1204 MTH modern O gauge Wabash Alco PA A-B-B-A diesel locomotive set in OB with horn. Set is an early MTH set without
number on box. Cab numbers 1020 and 1021. Locos are C8-9 with very light run time with some shelf dust. Also included
are 20-2030-3 powered and dummy B units not shown in the photos.

1205 MTH modern O gauge Union Pacific DD40AX diesel locomotive power and dummy pair in OB. Catalog numbers are 20
-2178-1 and 20-2432-3. Powered loco features Protosound, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Locos are C8 with run
time and some shelf dust. Powered OB has some light wear.

1206 MTH modern O gauge Union Pacific 20-2432-1 DD40AX diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8 with run time and some shelf dust.

1207 Weaver modern O gauge brass Santa Fe G1088-LP Valley Flyer steam locomotive in OB. Loco features brass construction,
smoke, sound, and more. Loco is lower C8 with small nick on the pilot, shelf dust and run time. Loco box has some light
shelf wear.

1208 K Line modern O gauge K3799-0903W Virginian Allegheny steam locomotive in OB. Loco features smoke, whistle and
bell. Loco is C8 with run time and some shelf dust.

1209 K Line modern O gauge Sounder train set in OB. Includes K2436-3003 F59PHi loco with TMCC and Railsounds. Also
included is K4636-F Bombardier four car set. Two broken ladders and some light spotting noted on car 211. Trains
otherwise C8 with run time and shelf dust.

1210 MTH modern O gauge Union Pacific diesel locomotives in OBs. Includes MT-2041L SD60M and MT-2069L GP-30. Both
locos feature horns and are C8 condition with some shelf dust and run time.
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1211 MTH modern O gauge 20-2742-1 Potomac Eagle F7 A-B-B-A set in OB. Locos features Protosound 2.0, DCS control,
Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8 with run time and some shelf dust. OBs has some corner wear. Also
included is additional 20-2742-3 dummy B unit not shown in the photos.

1212 MTH modern O gauge MKT GP-40 diesel locomotive pair in OBs. Catalog numbers include 20-2756-1 and 20-2756-3.
Powered loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8 with run time and
some shelf dust.

1213 MTH modern O gauge 20-2468-1 Norfolk Southern / Maersk SD40-2 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound
2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8-9 with very light run time and shelf dust. OB has some
light corner wear.

1214 MTH modern O gauge 20-3034-1 Chicago and Northwestern E-4 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound,
Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8 with run time and shelf dust.

1215 MTH modern O gauge Chesapeake and Ohio 20-3035-1 Greenbrier steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound,
Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8 with run time and shelf dust.

1216 MTH modern O gauge 20-3115-1 Chesapeake and Ohio 2-6-6-6 Allegheny steam locomotive in OB. Loco features
Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C9 however missing long walkway brass strip
on the fireman's side and engineers side is loose. Might be available through MTH. Loco and OB do have some shelf dust.

1217 Weaver modern O gauge brass Santa Fe Blue Goose 4-6-4 Hudson steam locomotive in OB. Loco also features smoke,
constant voltage lights, can motor, and more. Loco is C8 with run time and some shelf dust. OB has some light corner and
edge wear.

1218 MTH modern O gauge 20-3039-1 Hill Crest Lumber Climax steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8 with run time and shelf dust.

1219 MTH modern O gauge 20-5503-1 Pennsylvania silver with solid red stripe GG-1 locomotive in OB. Loco features
Protosound, , Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8 with run time and shelf dust.

1220 MTH modern O gauge Pennsylvania 2500 HP Transfer diesel locomotives in OBs. Catalog numbers are 20-2302-1 and 20
-2302-3. Powered loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8 with
light run time and one small paint chip on train phone antenna on powered unit. Locos do have some shelf dust.

1221 MTH modern O gauge 20-2369-1 Santa Fe SD90MAC diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8+ with light run time and shelf dust. OB has significant rip and
tape repair and some shelf dust.

1222 MTH modern O gauge 20-3083-1 Atlantic Coast Line Northern steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0,
DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8+ condition with light run time and shelf dust.

1223 MTH modern O gauge 20-5519-1 Pennsylvania DD-1 electric locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8 with run time and shelf dust

1224 MTH modern O gauge 20-3114-1 Northern Pacific 2-8-8-4 Yellowstone steam locomotive in OB. Loco features
Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8, however has broken valve linkage yolk on
the engineers side. Will need to be repaired before running, therefore downgraded to C7. OB has some light edge wear.

1225 MTH modern O gauge 20-2191-1 Union Pacific SD90MAC diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. C8 with run time and shelf dust.

1226 Weaver modern O gauge brass Canadian Pacific Royal Hudson steam locomotive in OB. Loco features smoke, constant
voltage lights, can motor, and more. Loco is C8 with run time and shelf dust, OB has some light shelf wear.

1227 Weaver modern O gauge Union Pacific SD40-2 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features horn, dual motors, constant
lighting, and more. C8 with run time and shelf dust. OBs have some shelf wear.
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1228 MTH modern O gauge 20-2705-1 CSX SD50 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control,
Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8+ with light run time and shelf dust.

1229 Lionel modern O gauge 18872 Wabash GP-7 triple lashup in OB. Powered locos feature TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocouplers, and much more. Locos are C8+ with light run time and shelf dust.

1230 MTH modern O gauge Norfolk Southern SD90MAC pair in OBs. Catalog numbers are 20-2628-1 and 20-2628-3. Powered
loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C7-8 with loose walkways
which are included in the box. Locos have some shelf dust.

1231 K Line modern O gauge K-1122 American Freedom Train set in OB. Set features K3601-4449 GS-4 with TMCC and
Railsounds. Passenger car five set includes K601A - 5 car set. Cars 40,41,101,110 and 205. Trains are C8-9 with very little
if any run time. Some shelf dust on cars. Set master carton also included.

1232 K Line modern O gauge K-4601B American Freedom Train four car passenger set in OBs. All cars have K4601 prefix.
Four cars include 30201 201 Pullman sleeper, 30202 202 Pie Car diner, 30203 203 lounge car, and 30204 204 parlor car.
Cars are C8-9 displayed only.

1233 K Line modern O gauge American Freedom Train nine car passenger set in OBs. All cars have 4601 prefix. Cars include
30102 Exploration and Expansion display car, 30103 Growth of a Nation display car, 30104 Origins display car, 30105
Innovations display car, 30106 Human Resources display car, 30107 Sports display car, 30108 Performing Arts display
car, 30109 Fine Arts display car, and 30111 Museum display car. Cars are C9 area lightly run or displayed only. A few
OBs have some very light shelf wear.

1234 MTH modern O gauge 20-3131-1 American Freedom Train T-1 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0,
DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C9 with no major signs of run time with some display dust.

1235 MTH modern O gauge 20-3170-1 Rio Grande Challenger steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C9 with display dust and no major signs of run time.

1236 MTH modern O gauge 20-2775-1 Union Pacific / Western Pacific heritage set in OB. Includes SD70ACE diesel
locomotive. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Also includes matching
boxcar and caboose. Cars are C9-10. Loco is C9 with some display dust.

1237 MTH modern O gauge 20-3028-1 Jersey Central Blue Comet in OB. Loco features Protosound, Protosmoke, Protocoupler,
and more. Loco is C8 with run time and shelf dust. OB has some light shelf wear.

1238 MTH modern O gauge 20-2283-1 Metropolitan Transportation R32 subway set in OB. Set features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protocouplers, and more. Set is C8-9 with light run time and shelf dust.

1239 MTH modern O gauge 20-5507-1 New York Central P2 boxcab electric loco in OB. Loco features Protosound,
Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8 with run time and shelf dust.

1240 K Line modern O gauge K3270-5343SNew York Central J1e Hudson steam locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC,
Railsounds, Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more. Loco is C8+ with light run time and shelf dust.

1241 MTH modern O gauge 20-2770-1 Union Pacific / Rio Grande heritage set in OB. Includes SD70ACE diesel locomotive.
Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Also includes matching boxcar and
caboose. Cars are C9-10. Loco is C9 with some display dust.

1242 MTH modern O gauge 20-2774-1 Union Pacific SD70ACe set in OB. Includes SD70ACE diesel locomotive. Loco features
Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Also includes matching boxcar and caboose. Cars are
C9-10. Loco is C9 with some display dust.

1243 Weaver modern O gauge Reading Crusader set in OB. Set features G1089-LP steam locomotive with brass construction,
sound, smoke and more. Five car passenger set is G1229-L. Observation was unwrapped for display and has some
scratches C7-8. Loco is C8 with display dust and one small rub on the side.
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1244 3rd Rail modern O gauge brass Erie 0-8-8-0 Camelback steam locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more. Loco is C8 with some run time and shelf dust.

1245 Williams modern O gauge brass Union Pacific Challenger 4-6-6-4 BS 04 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features smoke,
sound, constant voltage lights, and more. C8 with run time and some shelf dust. OB has some light shelf wear and dust.

1246 MTH modern O gauge 20-2259-1 Union Pacific City of Santa Fe Francisco E-6 A-B-A diesel locomotive set in OB.
Powered loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Set is C8+ with very light run
time and shelf dust. OB has crush damage to one corner.

1247 Lionel modern O gauge 31714 Amtrak Acela set in OB. Set features TMCC, Railsounds, automatic doors, operating
pantographs, tilting car bodies, and more. Set is C8+ with light run time and shelf dust, one small black scuff on side of
2029 loco. One car was missed in the photographs but the set is complete.

1248 Weaver modern O gauge M-64 4-8-4 steam locomotive in OB. Loco is G1097LP with smoke, sound, constant voltage
lights and more. Loco is C8 with shelf dust, however tri color logo decal on tender has some light chipping.

1249 MTH modern O gauge 20-2668-1 Milwaukee Road SD40-2 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8 with run time and shelf dust.

1250 MTH modern O gauge 20-2541-1 Southern Pacific U50C diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8+ with light run time and shelf dust.

1251 MTH modern O gauge 20-3127-1 Union Pacific Big Boy steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8+ with very light roller mark and some shelf dust. OB has some
light shelf wear.

1252 MTH modern O gauge 20-2358-1 Rock Island E-6 A-B-A diesel locomotive set in OB. Powered loco features Protosound
2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8-9 with no signs of run time beyond factory testing.
Some shelf dust.

1253 MTH modern O gauge 20-2771-1 Union Pacific / Missouri Pacific heritage set in OB. Includes SD70ACE diesel
locomotive. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Also includes matching
boxcar and caboose. Cars are C9-10. Loco is C8-9 with faint roller mark some display dust.

1254 MTH modern O gauge 20-2773-1 Union Pacific / Southern Pacific heritage set in OB. Includes SD70ACE diesel
locomotive. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Also includes matching
boxcar and caboose. Cars are C9-10. Loco is C8-9 with faint roller mark some display dust.

1255 MTH modern O gauge 20-2769-1 Union Pacific / Chicago and Northwestern heritage set in OB. Includes SD70ACE diesel
locomotive. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Also includes matching
boxcar and caboose. Cars are C9-10. Loco is C8-9 with faint roller mark some display dust.

1256 MTH modern O gauge 20-2772-1 Union Pacific / MKT heritage set in OB. Includes SD70ACE diesel locomotive. Loco
features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Also includes matching boxcar and caboose.
Cars are C9-10. Loco is C8-9 with faint roller mark some display dust.

1257 MTH modern O gauge 20-2307-1 Burlington F3 A-B-A set in OB. Powered loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control,
Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Set is C8+ with very faint roller marks and shelf dust.

1258 Weaver modern O gauge Union Pacific FEF-3 4-8-4 Northern steam locomotive in OB. Loco features brass construction,
smoke, constant voltage lighting, and more. Loco is C8 with run time and shelf dust, OB has some light shelf wear and dust
as well.

1259 MTH modern O gauge 20-3044-1 Union Pacific FEF 4-8-4 Northern in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control,
Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8 with run time and some shelf dust.
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1260 MTH modern O gauge 20-3036-1 Norfolk and Western A class steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound,
Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8 with run time and shelf dust.

1261 MTH modern O gauge 20-2200-1 Pennsylvania Centipede A-A diesel locomotive set in OB. Loco features Protosound,
Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Set is C8 with run time and some shelf dust.

1262 Weaver modern O gauge Union Pacific 49er 4-6-2 steam locomotive in OB. Catalog number is G1087-LP Loco features
brass construction smoke, constant voltage lights and QSI sound. Loco is C7-8 with some light paint chipping at the lower
edge of the pilot. OB has some corner wear.

1263 MTH modern O gauge 20-5511-1 Milwaukee Road E-2 Bi-Polar electric locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0,
DCS control, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8+ with very light run time and shelf dust.

1264 MTH modern O gauge 20-2252-1 Union Pacific U50C diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8+ with light run time and shelf dust.

1265 MTH modern O gauge 20-2485-1 Santa Fe Blue Bonnet F-3 A-B-A set in OB. Powered loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8+ with very light run time

1266 MTH modern O gauge 20-2647-1 Norfolk and Western F7 A-B-A set in OB. Powered loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8+ with light run time and some shelf dust.

1267 MTH modern O gauge Rock Island DL-109 diesel locomotive A-B set in OB. Catalog numbers are 20-2673-1 and 20-2673
-1. Powered loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8+ with very light
run time. OBs have some very light box wear.

1268 MTH modern O gauge 20-2618-1 Milwaukee Road F3 A-B-B-A set in OB. Powered Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8+ with light run time and some shelf dust. 20-2618-3 dummy B
unit also included and not shown in photos OB has some light shelf wear.

1269 MTH modern O gauge 20-2488-1 Milwaukee Road Erie Built A-B diesel locomotive set in OB. Powered loco features
Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8-9 with very little if any run time, some
shelf dust as well. OB has some shelf wear.

1270 MTH modern O gauge 20-5585-1 Milwaukee Road FF1 electric locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8-9 with very light if any run time and some shelf dust.

1271 MTH modern O gauge 20-3029-1 Southern Pacific Daylight GS-4 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound,
Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8 with run time and shelf dust.

1272 MTH modern O gauge 20-2192-1 Nickel Plate Alco PA A-B-A diesel locomotive set in OB. Powered loco features
Protosound, Protocouplers, and more. C8 with run time, one small pinhead blemish on B unit roof and shelf dust. OB has
some light wear.

1273 MTH modern O gauge 20-2452-1 Illinois Central E-6 A-B-A set in OB. Powered loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8+ with light roller mark and shelf dust. OB also has some light
shelf wear.

1274 MTH modern O gauge 20-2258-1 Baltimore and Ohio E-6 A-B-A set in OB. Powered loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8 with run time and shelf dust. OB also has some light shelf
wear.

1275 MTH modern O gauge 20-2236-1 Erie E-8 A-B-A set in OB. Powered loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8+ with light roller mark and shelf dust. OB also has
some light shelf wear. OB has one crush damaged corner.

1276 Weaver modern O gauge G1085-LP Great Northern P-2 4-8-2 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features brass construction,
smoke, constant voltage lighting, sound, and more. Loco is C8 with run time and shelf dust. OB has some light wear.
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1277 Lionel modern O gauge Union Pacific 4-12-2 steam locomotive in OB. Catalog number is 38029. Loco features TMCC,
Railsounds, Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more. Loco is C8+ with very light run time and shelf dust.

1278 Weaver modern O gauge G1095-LP Milwaukee Road 4-4-2 Hiawatha steam locomotive in OB. Loco features brass
construction, smoke, constant voltage lighting, sound, and more. Loco is C8 with run time and shelf dust. OB has some
light wear.

1279 MTH modern O gauge 20-3030-1 Duluth Missabe and Iron Range Yellowstone steam locomotive in OB. Loco features
Protosound, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8+ with very light run time and shelf dust. OB has some light
corner wear.

1280 MTH Premier Santa Fe Alco DL-109 in OB. Catalog number is 20-2223-1. Loco features Protosounds, Protocouplers and
Protosmoke. Also powered D:-110 B Unit 20-2223-3 in OB. Locos are C8 with run time and shelf dust.

1281 MTH modern O gauge EMD demonstrator E8 A-B-A set in OBs. Catalog number is 20-2206-1. Locos feature Protosound,
Protosmoke, Protocouplers, dual motors in each A unit, and much more. Locos are C8 with run time and shelf dust.

1282 Atlas modern O gauge Missouri Pacific GP-35 power and dummy set in OBs. Includes 1132-2 powered unit and 1182-1
dummy loco. Powered loco features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and much more. Locos are C8+ with light run
time and shelf dust.

1283 MTH modern O gauge 20-5510-1 Pennsylvania P5a electric locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8+ with light run time and shelf dust. OB also dusty.

1284 K Line modern O gauge K-28881 Southern Pacific E-8 A-A set in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocouplers,
and much more. Both locos are powered. Locos are C8+ with light run time and shelf dust, two very small nicks on 6052
nose.

1285 MTH modern O gauge 20-5511-1 Milwaukee Road E-2 Bi-Polar electric locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0,
DCS control, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8+ with very light run time and shelf dust, however there is paint
chipping between both edges of articulated sections.

1286 MTH modern O gauge 20-2194-1 MKT Alco PA A-B-A diesel locomotive set in OB. Loco features Protosound,
Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C7-8 due to run time and small paint chips on one horn.

1287 K Line modern O gauge K-25431 Milwaukee Road F-7 A-B-A diesel locomotive set in OB. Loco features TMCC,
Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and much more. Locos are C8+ with very little if any run time and some shelf dust.

1288 MTH modern O gauge 20-2349-1 Rio Grande F-3 A-B-A set in OB. Powered loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control,
Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8 with run time and some shelf dust. OB has some light corner wear.

1289 MTH modern O gauge 20-2306-1 Southern Pacific F-3 A-B-A set in OB. Powered loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8 with run time and some shelf dust. OB has some light corner
wear.

1290 Lionel modern O Gauge Rio Grande Alco PA A-B-A set in OB. Set number is 18107. Powered loco features dual motors,
electronic reverse, constant voltage headlights and more. Set also has diesel Railsounds. Locos are C8-9 with very light run
time and some shelf dust. OB has some light shelf wear.

1291 K Line modern O gauge 28801 Pennsylvania K-28801 Pennsylvania E-8 diesel locomotive A-A pair in OB. Loco features
TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and much more. Locos are C8+ with light run time and shelf dust.

1292 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-1129-1 Union Pacific Big Boy in OB. Loco features Protosound, Protosmoke,
Protocoupler, and more. C8 with run time.

1293 Lionel modern O gauge 18006 Reading T-1 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features smoke, Railsounds, and more. Loco is
C8 with run time. OB has some light corner and edge wear.
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1294 Lionel modern O Gauge 18005 New York Central 700E Hudson in OB. Loco comes with paperwork and display case.
Loco is C8-9 with light run time.

1295 Lionel modern O gauge 28029 Union Pacific Big Boy steam locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more. Loco is factory wrapped in the OB C10. OB has some very light
corner wear.

1296 MTH modern O gauge 20-3048-1 Pennsylvania Q-2 steam 4-4-6-4 locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8+ with very light run time and shelf dust.

1297 MTH modern O gauge 20-3054-1 Great Northern R-2 2-8-8-2 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0,
DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8+ with light run time and shelf dust.

1298 Nice large grouping of vintage Elastolin composite material (masse), plastic, and other material, items for
dioramas/scenery. Tepees, trees, bushes, cactus, and more. Items range from C7 to C9-10. Very nice grouping.

1299 K Line modern O gauge K-28701S New York Central E-8 A-A diesel locomotive set in OBs. Loco features TMCC,
Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and much more. Locos are C8 with run time and shelf dust, however one loose/ missing port
hole lens.

1300 MTH modern O gauge 20-3056-1 Santa Fe Texas 2-10-4 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8-9 with light run time and shelf dust.

1301 MTH modern O gauge 20-2205-1 Pere Marquette / Chesapeake and Ohio E-8 A-B-A set in OB. Loco features Protosound,
Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Set is C8 with run time and shelf dust.

1302 MTH modern O gauge 20-2220-1 Great Northern F-3 A-B-A with OB. Powered loco features Protosound, Protocoupler,
and more. Locos are C8 with run time and shelf dust. OB has some corner wear.

1303 K Line modern O gauge K-3270-002 New York Central Dreyfuss Hudson steam locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC,
Railsounds, Electrocoupler, smoke unit and much more. C8 with shelf dust and run time.

1304 MTH modern O gauge 20-3125-1 Southern Pacific AC-6 cab forward steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound,
Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8 with run time and shelf dust.

1305 MTH modern O gauge 20-2199-1 Southern Pacific Daylight F-3 A-B-B-A set in OB. Loco features Protosound,
Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8 with run time and shelf dust. Also included is additional 20-2199-3
dummy B unit not shown in the photos.

1306 Atlas modern O gauge 6812-1 Union Pacific SDP-35 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocouplers, smoke, and much more. Loco is C8+ with little run time with shelf dust.

1307 MTH modern O gauge 20-2177-1 Southern F-3 A-B-A set in OB. Loco features Protosound, Protosmoke, Protocouplers,
and more. Locos are C8 with run time and shelf dust.

1308 MTH modern O gauge 20-2207-1 Kansas City Southern E-8 A-B-A set in OB. Loco features Protosound, Protosmoke,
Protocouplers, and more. Set is C8 with run time and shelf dust. OB has some heavy corner wear but no rips.

1309 K Line modern O gauge K-28351 Illinois Central E-8 A-B-A diesel locomotive set in OBs. Loco features TMCC,
Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and much more. Locos are C8 with run time and shelf dust.

1310 MTH modern O gauge 20-2272-1 Rio Grande FT A-B-A set in OB. Powered loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control,
Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8+ with light run time and some shelf dust. OB has some light corner
wear.

1311 MTH modern O gauge 20-2234-1 Santa Fe E-8 A-B-A set in OB. Powered loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8+ with light roller mark and shelf dust. OB also has
some light shelf wear.
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1312 MTH modern O gauge 20-2273-1 Santa Fe FT A-B-A set in OB. Powered loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control,
Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8 with light run time and some shelf dust. OB has some light corner
wear.

1313 MTH modern O gauge 20-2271-1 Minneapolis and St. Louis FT A-B-A set in OB. Powered loco features Protosound 2.0,
DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8+ with light run time and some shelf dust.

1314 MTH modern O gauge 20-2208-1 Union Pacific E-8 A-B-A set in OB. Powered loco features Protosound,
Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Trains are C8 with shelf dust and some run time.

1315 MTH modern O gauge 20-2169-1 Rock Island E-8 A-B-A set in OB. Powered loco features Protosound,
Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Trains are C8+ with shelf dust and some light run time.

1316 Lionel modern O gauge 38028 Pennsylvania S2 steam turbine in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocoupler,
fan driven smoke unit and much more. Loco is C8 with run time and some shelf dust.

1317 MTH modern O gauge 20-2237-1 Chicago and Northwestern E-8 A-B-A set in OB. Powered loco features
Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8 with light roller mark and
shelf dust.

1318 MTH modern O gauge Milwaukee Road DL-109 diesel locomotive A-B set in OB. Catalog numbers are 20-2222-1.
Powered loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8+ with very light run
time and shelf dust.

1319 MTH modern O gauge 20-2391-1 Alaska E-8 A-B-A set in OB. Powered loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8 with light roller mark and shelf dust.

1320 MTH modern O gauge 20-2239-1 Baltimore and Ohio FA-2 A-B-A set in OB. Powered loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8+ with light run time and shelf dust.

1321 K Line modern O gauge K-28131 Burlington E-8 A-A diesel locomotive set in OBs. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocouplers, and much more. Locos are C8 with run time and shelf dust.

1322 MTH modern O gauge 20-2281-1 Union Pacific SD24 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8+ with a light roller mark and shelf dust.

1323 MTH modern O gauge 20-5526-1 Great Northern Y-1 electric boxcab locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0,
DCS control, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8-9 with little if any run time and shelf dust.

1324 K Line modern O gauge K-25501 Northern Pacific F-7 A-B-A diesel locomotive set. Box for set is incorrect. Powered
loco features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and much more. Locos are C8-9 with light run time and shelf dust.

1325 MTH modern O gauge Dash 9 diesel locomotives in OBs. Both locos feature Protosound, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and
more. Includes 20-2159-1 Chicago and Northwestern and 20-2160-1 GE Demonstrator. Locos are C8 with run time and
shelf dust.

1326 MTH modern O gauge 20-2645-1 Alaska F-7 A-B-B-A set in OB. Powered loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control,
Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8+ with light run time and some shelf dust. 20-2645-3 dummy B unit
also included and not shown in photos. OB has some light corner wear.

1327 MTH modern O gauge 20-2328-1 Florida East Coast E-6 A-B-A diesel locomotive set in OB. Powered loco features
Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8+ with very light roller marks. Some light
shelf dust.

1328 MTH modern O gauge 20-2553-1 Union Pacific F-7 A-B-A set in OB. Powered loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control,
Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8 with run time and some shelf dust. OB has some light corner wear.

1329 MTH modern O gauge 20-2261-1 Union Pacific propane turbine locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8+ with light run time and shelf dust.
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1330 MTH modern O gauge 30-3069-1 Erie Triplex 2-8-8-8-2 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8+ with light run time and shelf dust.

1331 MTH modern O gauge 20-5570-1 Milwaukee Road EF-3 electric locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8+ with light run time and shelf dust.

1332 MTH modern O gauge 20-2270-1 Union Pacific Dash 9 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8+

1333 Lionel modern O gauge 38031 Southern Pacific AC-9 2-8-8-4 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more. Loco is C8 with some light run time and shelf dust.

1334 MTH modern O gauge MT-2084L MKT Texas Special F-3 A-B-A set in OB. Loco features Protosound, Protocouplers,
and more. Locos are C8-9 with light if any run time and shelf dust. Also included is MT-2092L B unit not shown in the
photos.

1335 MTH modern O gauge New York Central 20-3047-1 Niagara steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8+ with light run time and shelf dust.

1336 MTH modern O gauge 20-2214-1 Union Pacific coal turbine in OB. Loco features Protosound, Protosmoke, Protocoupler,
and more. Loco is C8 however there is one blemish / small paint mark on the rear tender. Looks like someone at the factory
touched the paint wet. Very small.

1337 MTH modern O gauge 20-2480-1 Baldwin Centipede A-A set in OB. Locos feature Protosound 2.0, DCS control,
Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8-9 with incredibly light if any run time, some shelf dust.

1338 MTH modern O gauge 20-3045-1 New York Central Dreyfuss Hudson in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control,
Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8+ with light run time and shelf dust.

1339 MTH modern O gauge 20-3024-1 Norfolk and Western J class steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound,
Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8+ with very light run time and shelf dust.

1340 MTH modern O gauge 20-2265-1 AC6000 BNSF diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control,
Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8 with run time and shelf dust.

1341 MTH modern O gauge BNSF SD70MAC diesel locomotives in OBs. All three locos feature Protosound, Protosmoke,
Protocouplers, and more. Locos include 20-2215-1 Pumpkin, 20-2154-1 Eddie Bauer scheme, and 20-2221-1 pre merger
scheme. Locos are C8 with run time and shelf dust.

1342 MTH modern O gauge Dealer Appreciation Program Milwaukee Road GP-9 pair in OB. Catalog number 20-80004.
Powered loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8+ with light run
time and shelf dust.

1343 MTH modern O gauge West Virginian Pulp and Paper Shay and log cars in OBs. Shay steam locomotive is catalog number
20-3023-1. Loco features Protosound, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8+ with light run time and shelf dust.
Also included is two 98103 West Virginian Pulp and Paper log car three packs C9-10.

1344 Weaver modern O gauge Milwaukee Road Hiawatha 4-6-4 steam locomotive in OB. Catalog number is QC-1080L. Loco
features brass construction, smoke, constant voltage lights and more. Loco is C8 with run time and shelf dust. One window
frame insert is loose and is included in the box.

1345 MTH Railking modern O gauge steam locomotives in OBs. Protocoupler, and more. Includes 30-1275-1 Erie Camelback
with Proto 2 and 30-1183-0 Burlington 0-8-0 with Locosounds. Both locos feature smoke. C8 with light run time and shelf
dust.

1346 MTH modern O gauge 20-2333-1 Southern Pacific FM Trainmaster in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control,
Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8 with run time and some shelf dust.
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1347 K Line modern O gauge K-28131 Burlington E-8 A-A diesel locomotive set in OBs. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocouplers, and much more. Locos are C8 with run time and shelf dust.

1348 MTH modern O gauge Union Pacific gas turbine in OB. Catalog number is MT-2124LP. Loco features Protosound,
Protocouplers, smoke and much more. Loco is C8+ with light run time and shelf dust.

1349 MTH modern O gauge 20-2185-1 Union Pacific Veranda turbine in OB. Loco features Protosound, Protosmoke,
Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8 with run time and shelf dust.

1350 MTH modern O gauge MT-3021LP Union Pacific Big Boy steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound,
Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8 with run time and shelf dust.

1351 MTH modern O gauge 20-2622-1 EMD SD70ACe diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control,
Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Also included is 20-2830-3 EMD SD70M demonstrator dummy unit. Locos are both
C8 with light run time and shelf dust.

1352 MTH modern O gauge 20-2288-1 Union Pacific SD70M diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8+ with light run time and shelf dust.

1353 Atlas modern O gauge Minneapolis and St. Louis GP-9 power and dummy sets in OBs. Catalog numbers 1416-1 and 1466
-1. Powered loco features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and much more. Loco is C8 with run time and shelf dust.

1354 MTH modern O gauge Dealer Appreciation 20-80001a Union Pacific big boy in OB. Loco features Protosounds,
Protosmoke, Protocoupler and much more. Loco is in OB and was lifted up for inspection but does not appear to have been
unwrapped. Loco is assumed C9-10

1355 MTH modern O gauge 20-2730-1 Delaware and Hudson Sharknose A-B diesel locomotive set in OB. Powered loco
features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Both locos are factory wrapped C9-10. OB
has some minor moisture damage to one end flap. Also included is 20-2730-3 dummy A unit not shown in the photos.

1356 Atlas modern O gauge Atlantic Coast Line Alco C628 power and dummy pair in OBs. Catalog numbers 1331-2 and 1381
-1. Powered loco features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and much more. Locos are C8+ with light run time and
shelf dust.

1357 Atlas modern O gauge Rock Island GP35 power and dummy pair in OBs. Catalog numbers 1135-2 and 1185-1. Powered
loco features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and much more. Locos are C8+ with light run time and shelf dust.

1358 MTH modern O gauge 20-2638-1 Milwaukee Road C Liner A-B-A set in OBs. Powered loco features Protosound 2.0,
DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8-9 with little if any run time and shelf dust.

